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SCOPE SCOPE 

Glucocorticoidss exert their effects by binding to and activating the glucocorticoid 

receptor.. Subsequently, the glucocorticoid receptor can activate or repress the 

expressionn of target genes by direct binding to the regulatory regions of these genes, 

orr by indirect mechanisms. Although the glucocorticoid receptor is expressed 

throughoutt the body, many of its target genes are not. To this end, binding sites for 

thee glucocorticoid receptor are clustered together with other transcription factor-

bindingg sites in so-called glucocorticoid-responsive units (GRUs). All transcription 

factorss acting in such a GRU, need to bind their response element before gene 

activationn can take place. Carbamoylphosphate synthetase I (CPS) serves as a 

paradigmm to study glucocorticoid-dependent regulation of gene expression in the 

liver.. A 469-basepairs enhancer, located 6.3 kb upstream of the transcription-start 

site,, confers liver-specific, hormone-inducible periportal expression upon the gene. 

Withinn this enhancer, a glucocorticoid-responsive unit is located that harbours 50% of 

thee total glucocorticoid-induced activity. Using in vitro footprinting studies, it was 

shownn that this region contains binding sites for the ubiquitously expressed 

glucocorticoidd receptor (GR), the liver-enriched transcription factors FoxA and 

C/EBP,, and an unknown protein P3. 

Thee scope of this thesis is to determine how the regulatory elements of the 

CPSS gene act together to mediate transcription. Chapter 1 reviews the current state 

off the art in glucocorticoid signalling mediated by simple GREs and GRUs. In 

chapterr 2, we describe two approaches to remove multiplicative variation between 

transfectionn data. In the first method, we use the statistical package SPSS to 

determinee between-session factors, whereas the second approach uses the factor-

correctionn program. In chapter 3, we investigate the architectural composition of the 

glucocorticoid-responsivee unit of the CPS gene in mediating the glucocorticoid 

response.. We found that the function of the GRU is dependent on the binding of four 

transcriptionn factors. Chapter 4, describes the dependency of the GRU on sequences 

proximall to the promoter, which may establish a physical link between the distally 

locatedd GRU and the promoter. In chapter 5, we focus on the 5' region of the 469-

basepairss enhancer. Within this region, we identify a CRU that is the sole mediator of 

thee cyclicAMP response, but in addition, is also a mediator of the glucocorticoid 

response. . 
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Mechanismss of glucocorticoid signalling 

Onardd J.L.M. Schoneveld, Ingrid C. Gaemers, Wouterr H. Lamers 
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Chapterr 1 

ABSTRACT ABSTRACT 

Itt has become increasingly clear that glucocorticoid signalling not only comprises the 

bindingg of glucocorticoid receptor (GR) to its response element, but also involves 

complexx interactions between different signalling pathways. Glucocorticoid action can 

resultt in negative regulation by GR-binding to negative glucocorticoid-response 

elementss (nGREs) or via protein-protein interactions. Positive regulation of 

glucocorticoid-responsivee genes can be the result of GR binding to GREs (primary 

response)) or due to upregulation of transcription factors that bind to the regulatory 

elementss of such genes (secondary response). To establish a primary response, GR 

cann bind to simple GREs, or to GREs and GRE half sites (GRE!4s) that are part of a 

regulatoryy unit. A response unit allows a higher level of glucocorticoid induction than 

simplee GREs and, in addition, allows the integration of tissue-specific information 

withh the glucocorticoid response. Presumably, the complexity of such a 

glucocorticoid-responsee unit (GRU) depends on the number of pathways that 

integratee at this unit. When all pathways that converge into a GRU are activated, the 

GRUU can mediate the glucocorticoid response onto the transcription-initiation 

complex.. Because GRUs are often located at distant sites relative to the 

transcription-startt site, the GRU has to find a way to communicate with the basal-

transcriptionn machinery. We propose that the activating signal of a distal enhancer 

cann be relayed onto the transcription-initiation complex by coupling elements located 

proximall to the promoter. 
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Mechanismss of glucocorticoid signalling 

/.. SCOPE 

Glucocorticoidd hormones regulate numerous physiological processes, such as 

regulationn of glucose, fat and protein metabolism, and anti-inflammatory and 

immuno-suppressivee actions. The classical model for glucocorticoid function is based 

onn binding of a hormone-bound glucocorticoid receptor (GR) dimer to glucocorticoid-

responsee elements (GREs) in the promoters of target genes, thereby changing the 

expressionn of these genes. GRs are expressed in most tissues, but regulate a set of 

targett genes that differs in each tissue. This cell-dependent regulation invoked 

revisionn of the classical model and led to the discovery of cross-talk between different 

transcriptionn factors over a decade ago. 

Thiss extended model of glucocorticoid regulation is nicely illustrated in the 

liver,, where glucocorticoids enhance the transcription of genes involved in 

gluconeogenesis,, amino-acid catabolism and the acute-phase inflammatory 

response.. The expression of these genes is influenced by glucocorticoids in a direct 

wayy through binding of the GRs to GREs present in the promoters of these genes. In 

addition,, these GREs are part of composite regulatory elements or GRUs 

(glucocorticoid-responsee units), composed of binding sites for several transcription 

factors,, which exhibit a remarkable modular similarity between the gluconeogenic 

genes. . 

Inn the promoters of the above mentioned gluconeogenic genes the GREs 

consistt of the classical palindromic GR-binding sequence to which a hormone-bound 

GRR dimer can bind. However, in recent years a number of genes have been 

describedd where a GRE half-site (GRE!4s), i.e. only one half of the classical 

palindrome,, in the promoter is sufficient to relay glucocorticoid signalling. Similarly, 

bindingg of GR monomers has also been described. In addition to the usual direct, 

positivee effect of GRs on gene expression, there are also a number of examples 

wheree glucocorticoids exert a negative effect on gene expression or where 

glucocorticoidss act in an indirect way. 

Despitee our extended comprehension of glucocorticoid signalling, the 

intriguingg question what determines cell- and promoter-dependent glucocorticoid 

signallingg still stands and it seems that another revision of the model for 

glucocorticoidd regulation of (tissue-specific) gene expression is required. To address 

thiss point, we discuss in this review the composition of the GRUs present in the 

promoterss of gluconeogenic genes, the transcription factors that bind to these GRUs, 

thee interactions between these factors, and other factors that may influence the 

activityy of GRUs, such as higher order chromatin structure and nuclear organisation. 
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Chapterr 1 

Too our knowledge, no earlier publications have extensively reviewed the composition 

off regulatory regions in glucocorticoid-regulated genes. We also outline the present 

statee of knowledge about glucocorticoid signalling as outlined above and envision 

howw all this may lead to cell- and promoter-specific regulation. 

//.. ROLE OF GLUCOCORTICOID SIGNALLING  IN THE EXPRESSION OF 

CATABOLICCATABOLIC  ENZYMES 

Glucocorticoids,, named after their role in maintaining glucose homeostasis, are 

producedd in the adrenal cortex. Responses to glucocorticoids are mediated by the 

glucocorticoidd receptor that is being translocated to the nucleus upon glucocorticoid 

bindingg and can there regulate the expression of many genes by complex regulatory 

mechanismss (see later section). Glucocorticoids exert a myriad of responses in 

differentt mammalian cells. They can up- and down-regulate a wide variety of genes 

affectingg a number of critical metabolic and inflammatory pathways. Increased 

glucocorticoidd levels adapt metabolic pathways to meet altered energy demands. To 

providee glucose, the rate of gluconeogenesis, lipolysis, and proteolysis are 

increased. . 

a-Ketoglutaratee —~ *—Amino acids 
\\ f a-Ketoacid  dehydrogenase 

YY Phenylalanine  hydroxylase 
11 Tyrosine  aminotransferase 

HCO33 \ y\ 
Carbamoyl-Carbamoyl-  NH4* M ^ — Glutamate 4r ^ * - Carbon skeletons 
phosphate phosphate 
synthetase^ synthetase^ 

Urea a 
Ornithine e 

Urea a 
cyclee Argmine 

I I 

\\ / Citric acid \ 
// cycle \ 

Argininosuccinate—  Fumarate —  Malate —  Oxaloacetate A— Oxaloacetate / 

II Phosphoenolpyruvate  V / 
II carboxykinase  v . ^ / 

Phosphoenol l 
pyruvate e 

Aspartate e ï ï 
l l 

+ll U 
TT Fructose 6-pho 

JJ  I 

Fructosee 1,6-bisphosphate 

PP hosph of ructo kinase T I Fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase 

Fructosee 6-phosphate 

Fructosee 2,6-bisphosphate * Glucose 6-phosphate 
6-Phosphofructo-2-kinase6-Phosphofructo-2-kinase  / ^ | 
FructoseFructose  bisphosphatase-2  |^ r X 

Fructosee 6~bisphosphate Glucose 

Figur ee 1. The amino-aci d degradin g enzymes , the urea cycle , and the citric-aci d cycl e are 

closel yy  linke d in gluconeogenesis . To provide glucose, amino acids are degraded enzymatically. 

Thee resulting carbon skeletons enter the gluconeogenic pathway or are oxidised in the citric-acid 

cycle,, while ammonia is detoxified by the urea cycle enzymes. 
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Mechanismss of glucocorticoid signalling 

Gluconeogenesiss from amino acids generates the toxic metabolite ammonia. 

Coincidentt with the conversion of the carbon skeletons of the amino acids into 

glucose,, the ammonia resulting from deamination of the a-amino group of amino 

acidss is detoxified by the ornithine (urea) cycle in the liver (Figure 1). The regulation 

off the expression of urea cycle and gluconeogenetic enzymes is, perhaps for that 

reason,, closely linked. Studies of glucocorticoid signalling in catabolic pathways have 

unravelledd many aspects of the molecular mechanism underlying the regulation of 

catabolicc genes. 

///.. LIGANDS FOR THE GLUCOCORTICOID RECEPTOR 

Besidess regulation of catabolic processes, glucocorticoids inhibit a number of 

inflammatoryy responses. Therefore, glucocorticoids are often used as anti-

inflammatoryy therapeutic agents. Long-term treatment with high levels of 

glucocorticoidss unfortunately also upregulates the expression of catabolic genes, 

leadingg to a number of severe side effects amongst which are fat redistribution, 

weightt gain, hyperglycemia, and osteoporosis 1. 

Inflammatoryy responses act via pro-inflammatory transcription factors such as 

nuclearr factor KB (NF-KB) and activator protein-1 (AP-1) 2 by direct binding to their 

responsee elements in target genes 3;4. Mice harbouring a mutation in the dimerisation 

domainn of the glucocorticoid receptor, which was considered to jeopardise the 

interactionn with DNA, repress AP-1-dependent collagenase expression as efficiently 

ass animals with the wild type receptor5. These and other results 6"8 suggested that 

thee repressive effect of GR on the inflammatory response is independent of DNA-

binding.. Although the mechanism is still unknown, several models exist to explain the 

glucocorticoid-mediatedd repression of AP-1 and NF-KB signalling. One of them 

involvess competition between GR and AP-1 for CBP, which is present in the cell in 

limitingg amounts 9. However, the glucocorticoid-dependent repression of both AP-1-

andd NF-KB-mediated gene expression is independent of the amount of CBP in the 

celll 10;11. Furthermore, the GR-mediated repression of transactivation by the p65 

subunitt of NF-KB is increased in the presence of CBP, suggesting that CBP functions 

ass an integrator of the NF-KB-GR cross talk 12. Another model suggested 

upregulationn of I-KB, the inhibitor of NF-KB action, in some tissues in response to 

glucocorticoidss 13:14, but a GR-mutant that was unable to upregulate I-KB, still 

repressedd an NF-KB regulated gene 7. However, recent results showing that the 

dimerisation-impairedd GR can bind DNA 15 and can upregulate GRE-dependent 
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Chapterr 1 

geness 16, have shed some doubts on whether the anti-inflammatory actions of 

glucocorticoidd are indeed independent of DNA-binding. 

Ligandss that can uncouple the transactivating from the transrepressing 

propertiess of GR can potentially reduce the adverse side effects of glucocorticoid 

actionn 17. Such ligands would have to bring about a different response depending on 

theirr ability to induce a specific conformation on the receptor and, hence, a 

conformation-dependentt interaction with transcription factors, co-activators and 

componentss of the basal transcription machinery 18. Besides the naturally occurring 

glucocorticoidss Cortisol, cortisone, and corticosterone 19 artificial glucocorticoids like 

dexamethasone,, prednisolone, and clobetasol exist that differ in their ability to induce 

GRE-dependentt gene expression and trans-repress the pro-inflammatory 

transcriptionn factor nuclear factor KB (NF-KB). However, glucocorticoids with 

increasedd anti-inflammatory effects have concomitantly increased GRE-dependent 

genee activation, and thus also stronger side effects. Clobetasol, for instance, strongly 

repressess NF-KB-dependent transcription, but has also a high capacity to induce 

GRE-dependentt transcription, whereas hydrocortisone is less effective in repressing 

NF-KB-dependentt transcription and in activating GRE-dependent transcription 20. The 

artificiall glucocorticoid RU 24858 appeared to be more promising in this respect, as it 

wass shown to transrepress AP-1 in vitro, while having a limited effect on GRE-based 

reporterr genes 21. However, when this glucocorticoid was tested in vivo, it was found 

too have similar anti-inflammatory activity and side effects as other glucocorticoids. 

Despitee all these studies, therefore, the discovery of artificial glucocorticoids with an 

improvedd therapeutic ratio has had limited success thus far. 

IV.IV. GLUCOCORTICOID HORMONE RECEPTOR 

1.. Protei n structur e 

Thee glucocorticoid receptor belongs, together with the androgen receptor, thyroid 

receptor,, mineralocorticoid receptor, and estrogen receptor to the family of steroid 

receptorss and is ubiquitously expressed. Like the other steroid nuclear receptors, the 

glucocorticoidd receptor is a modular protein with distinct functional and structural 

domains,, comprising a DNA-binding domain, a ligand-binding domain and two 

transcription-activationn functions (AF1 and AF2). GR mRNA levels are highest in 

lung,, spleen, brain, and liver. Expression is upregulated in adrenalectomised rats and 

downregulatedd by dexamethasone 22. Although only one gene has been identified, 

severall GR isoforms exist as a result of alternative splicing and the use of multiple 

promoterss 23. Nuclear import of GRa (777 amino acids), the main GR isoform, seems 
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Mechanismss of glucocorticoid signalling 

too be repressed by its ligand-binding domain. Only upon ligand binding, this 

repressivee effect is released allowing nuclear import. Hormone binding, 

transactivatton,, dimerisation, and nuclear localisation of GRa is determined by 12th 

helixx of the ligand-binding domain that harbours the transactivation function AF-2 

(seee later section) 24. In GRp (742 amino acids), this stretch of 50 amino acids is 

replacedd by a unique 15-amino acids tail that keeps the protein constitutively 

localisedd in the nucleus. The physiological role of GRp is still a matter of debate. It 

hass become clear that GRp does not possess any transactivating activity. Some 

groups,, however, have reported that GR(3 can act as a dominant negative repressor 

duee to dimerisation with GRa 25;26, whereas others found no significant repressive 

activityy 27. In humans, a third isoform, GRy has been identified that differs from the 

mainn isoform, GRa, by the presence of an additional amino acid in the DNA-binding 

domainn as the result of alternative splicing 28. 

DNA-bindin gg domai n 

Thee DNA-binding domain (DBD) contains the ability to bind DNA. The "P-box" within 

thiss region contains the amino acids that are required for the specific recognition of 

thee response element. Amino acids in the DNA-binding domain of the rat 

glucocorticoidd receptor interact with specific nucleic acids in the major groove of the 

DNAA helix 29. A "D-box" in the DNA-binding domain is involved in the dimerisation of 

thee protein. Although monomeric in solution, the DNA-binding domain forms a dimer 

uponn interacting with its response element. The DNA-binding domain cannot 

dimerisee itself, but interaction with a GRE acts as an allosteric activator by providing 

aa scaffold to bind the subunits in the correct position for dimerisation. Thus, binding 

off the first subunit favours binding of the second 30. 

Ligand-bindin gg domai n 

Recently,, the crystal structure of the ligand-binding domain of hGRa was resolved 
31;32.. The ligand-binding domain is composed of a-helices and p-sheets that form a 

hydrophobicc pocket and an additional side pocket. This side pocket is thought to 

alloww the selective binding of glucocorticoids and some mineralocorticoids that have 

largerr substituents at the C17a position than other steroids 33. Several models 

suggestt that upon ligand binding, the ligand-binding domain undergoes a 

conformationall change thereby 'closing' the pocket. Interestingly when single amino 

acidss in the ligand-binding domain are mutated, the binding affinity changes and as 

mayy the specificity for different ligands. When parts of the ligand-binding domain are 
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Chapterr 1 

deleted,, ligand binding is reduced. In contrast, deletion of most of the ligand-binding 

domainn (leaving amino acids 1 to 550) results in a constitutively active receptor. 

Thesee data therefore suggest that the ligand-binding domain may function as a 

repressorr of the receptor that can be de-repressed by ligand binding 34. 

Thee interaction between co-activators and GR is very sensitive to the structure 

off the ligand that is bound in the pocket. The conformational sensitivity of co-activator 

interactionn with GR is due to the changes in receptor structure brought about by the 

structuree of the ligand bound in the pocket of the ligand-binding domain. It has been 

proposedd that the receptor condenses around the ligand during the binding reaction, 

therebyy transmitting structural changes in the ligand directly to the receptor and to 

thee receptor surfaces that interact with co-activators. Thus, ligands may change the 

abilityy of the receptor to bind to co-activators35:36. 

Transactivatio nn domain s 

Thee N-terminal part of the glucocorticoid receptor contains the glucocorticoid-

independentt AF1 transactivation domain. This region has been shown to interact with 

thee TFIID complex and TBP of the general transcription machinery 37;38. It has been 

suggestedd that under specific conditions, this region forms an a-helical conformation 

thatt is essential for transactivation 39. 

Thee second transactivation domain, AF-2, is contained within the LBD at the 

C-terminall side of GR. In contrast to AF-1, transactivation by AF-2 is dependent on 

ligandd binding. AF-1 and AF-2 can interact with certain coactivators (see later 

section)40141. . 

2.. Signallin g cascad e 

Thee glucocorticoid receptor is expressed in many cell types at a density of 2,000 to 

30,0000 per cell 42. In its unliganded state, most of the glucocorticoid receptor is 

locatedd in the cytoplasm. Interactions with a chaperonine complex hold the receptor 

inn an inactive state poised to bind its ligand. This complex comprises the heat-shock 

proteinss hsp40, hsp70, hsp90, and in addition p23 and p60 43. It is postulated that 

hsp700 initiates the opening of the hydrophobic steroid-binding pocket in an ATP-

dependentt manner such that hsp90 can associate with the ligand-binding domain 

(LBD)) of the receptor keeping the receptor in a ligand-receptive state 44. 

Inn its unliganded state, the receptor is phosphorylated and becomes 

hyperphosphorylatedd upon ligand binding. Mouse GR contains seven 

phosphorylationn sites that are located in the N-terminal region of the protein 45. In the 
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Mechanismss of glucocorticoid signalling 

absencee of hormones, GR is predominantly phosphorylated at Ser203, but addition of 

hormoness increases phosphorylation at both Ser203 and Ser211 46. Phosphorylation at 

Ser2111 coincides with increased transactivation properties of GR, possibly reflecting a 

conformationall change that modulates the interaction with co-activators 46;47. The 

compartmentall localisation of GR coincides with an altered phosphorylation status of 

GR:: GR phosphorylated at Ser203 localised predominantly to the cytoplasmic 

compartment,, whereas phosphorylation at Ser211 localised the receptor to both the 

cytoplasmicc and the nuclear compartment. The double-phosphorylated GR, which is 

thee result of glucocorticoid treatment, acts as a trigger to specifically dephosphorylate 

thee receptor at Ser203 resulting in the mono-phosphorylated form that accumulates in 

thee nucleus. When leaving the nuclear compartment, GR becomes also 

dephosphorylatedd at Ser211. At this point, GR can either be recycled by recruitment in 

aa chaperonin complex, which facilitates Ser203 phosphorylation, or be degraded 46. 

Thee glucocorticoid response can be divided into two types. In the primary 

response,, activated glucocorticoid receptor directly activates the transcription of 

targett genes by interacting with their regulatory regions. Two mechanisms have been 

describedd to mediate a primary response (regulation via a GRE). The liganded 

receptorr can interact with (general) transcription factors or co-activators to directly 

trans-activatee gene expression. GR can, for instance, interact with RNA polymerase, 

forr which a set of co-activators are utilised to bridge the gap between GR itself and 

thee polymerase 48. A second mechanism involves the recruitment of co-activators 

withh chromatin-remodelling activity to the GRE. The local chromatin modification can 

facilitatee or obstruct binding of other transcription factors that are involved in 

transactivation.. In the tyrosine aminotransferase (TAT) gene, GR binds the GRU first, 

inducingg rearrangement of the chromatin such that other factors can bind and 

subsequentlyy activate transcription 49. 

Thee secondary response requires de novo synthesis of proteins (e.g. 

transcriptionn factors and co-activators) that are upregulated by glucocorticoids, which 

cann in turn activate transcription of target genes. The arginase gene that lacks a 

GRE,, for instance, relies on this secondary response for its glucocorticoid-dependent 

inductionn of gene expression. In this gene, the upregulation of C/EBPp by 

glucocorticoidss mediates the glucocorticoid-response 50. 

Coactivatorss form a class of transcriptional regulators that do not bind DNA. 

Instead,, these proteins exert their effect by interacting with transcription factors 

and/orr components of the basal transcription machinery, or by altering local 

chromatinn structure. The coactivators capable of interacting with the glucocorticoid 
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receptorr comprise members of the p160 family of coactivators, CBP/p300, and 

p/CAF.. Amongst the p160 family members are the glucocorticoid receptor-interacting 

proteinprotein (GRIP1/Tif2) and steroid receptor- coactivator protein 1 (SRC1), both being 

ablee of interacting with the AF-2 domain of the steroid receptors 51 via their NR-boxes 

thatt are located in the middle region of the p160 proteins 40. After binding, they can 

relayy their activating signal through their activation domains by recruiting secondary 

coactivatorr proteins. p/CAF can modulate gene regulation by modifying chromatin 

structuree via its histone-acetyltransferase activity (HAT). It can interact with the 

glucocorticoidd receptor by binding to the AF-1 domain, or via recruitment by other 

glucocorticoidd receptor-interacting coactivators into the coactivator complex 52. CBP 

((cyclicAMP-responsee element-binding protein)-binding protein) can interact directly 

withh the AF-1 domain of the nuclear receptor or indirectly via the AF-2 domain 

throughh interactions with other gene regulators 53. Because of its numerous 

interactionss with other regulatory proteins, it can integrate multiple signal inputs. The 

functionn of coactivators is thus twofold: they can integrate multiple signalling 

pathways,, and in addition, function as bridging proteins between GR and the basal 

transcriptionn machinery 54. 

V.V. GLUCOCORTICOID RESPONSE ELEMENTS 

Thee activated glucocorticoid receptor can interact with the regulatory regions of 

responsivee genes to alter the level of gene expression. Three types of binding sites 

cann be discriminated: glucocorticoid-response elements (GREs) and glucocorticoid-

responsee element half-sites (GRE1/2s) that are involved in activation of gene 

expression,, and negative glucocorticoid-response elements (nGREs) that repress 

genee expression. 

LGRE s s 
Activationn of gene transcription by the glucocorticoid receptor, involving direct binding 

too the DNA, is established through so called glucocorticoid-responsive elements. 

Basedd on a number of GREs, a consensus GRE has been defined as 

GGTACAnnnTGTTCTT in which the 3' half is most conserved. A GR-monomer first 

bindss to the 3' half-site, after which the 5' half-site is occupied by a second monomer 

too form a DNA-bound dimer55. The glucocorticoid receptor can, nevertheless, also 

bindd the DNA as a monomer at so-called GRE-half sites (GRE1/2)
 56. However, a 

literaturee search on glucocorticoid-regulated genes did not reveal GREVzs that act as 

simplee elements in activating transcription (Figure 2). 
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7::  4 x FoxA ,  l x C/EBP ,  l x HNF6 
l xx  NF 1 

3::  3 x C/EB P 

2::  tw o AP 2 site s 

Possibl yy  Pi t  i s  involve d 
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Hormonee gen e 

Figur ee 2. Inventor y of glucocorticoid-regulate d genes actin g via GREs. Listed are the positions 

andd sequences of GREs or GRE1/4s in glucocorticoid-regulated genes, as well as their accessory 

elements.. Fold-induction is given as the ratio of the glucocorticoid-induced reporter-gene activity over 

thee basal activity in transient-transfection assays. 

Instead,, GRE!4s seem to require additional elements to mediate a glucocorticoid 

response.. In the phenylalanine-hydroxylase gene, for instance, a number of liver-

enrichedd transcription factors form these accessory elements 57;58. GREV2S can, 

however,, also act without accessory elements by making use of multiple GRE!4s. 

Thiss is exemplified by the hCYP3A gene, in which two GRE%s enable glucocorticoid-

dependentt gene regulation 5g. In the thyrotropin-releasing hormone gene, a 

combinationn of a GRE and a GRE1/2 are responsible for the glucocorticoid response 
60.. Thus, although simple GREV2S have not been found in glucocorticoid-regulated 

genes,, combinations with accessory factors, GREs, or additional GRE%s, can render 

aa gene glucocorticoid-inducible. It is probable that, because of the low affinity, 

monomeric-GRR has difficulties binding the GRE half-site. When combined with other 

REs,, cooperative interactions may facilitate binding of monomeric GR.In contrast to 

GRE1/2s,, certain glucocorticoid-inducible genes were found to contain a simple-acting 

GRE.. When we compared these GREs with the consensus GRE, we found a matrix-
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similarityy score (a measure for the similarity between the query and the consensus 

matrixx on a scale from 0.5 to 1.0) ranging from 0.79 to 0.86. The fold-induction in 

responsee to glucocorticoids is, however, only 2- to 4-fold. Thus, although these GREs 

exhibitt a good match to the consensus GRE, glucocorticoid induction is only 

moderate.. In a number of genes, GREs are both spatially and functionally clustered 

withh other REs into GRUs. In contrast to simple GREs, induction in response to 

glucocorticoidss can be increased up to 57-fold for the very active GRU of the CPS 

genee 61. However, lower inductions are also possible. Mediocre inductions of 8- to 

16-foldd are obtained with the GRUs for phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase 62, 6-

phosphofructo-2-kinasee 63, and phenylethanolamine N-methyltransferase 64, whereas 

thee tyrosine aminotransferase and alpha-1-acid glycoprotein genes are only 3-fold 

upregulatedd by glucocorticoids 65:66. It thus seems that organisation of GREs into 

GRUss allows, but does not guarantee higher induction levels than seen with simple 

GREs.. Please note that the fold inductions given in Figure 2 are obtained from in 

vitroo transfections in which background is generally low, and thus result in higher fold 

inductionss relative to in vivo experiments. 

Manyy of the GRUs depicted in figure 2 are present in genes expressed in the 

liver.. Likely, this tissue-specificity is the result of the composition of its regulatory 

regions.. By combining GREs with tissue-specific accessory factors, the 

glucocorticoid-responsee can be limited to one or a few tissues. The CPS GRU, for 

instance,, ensures the selective expression in hepatocytes 67. Amongst its composing 

accessoryy elements are the liver-enriched transcription factors C/EBP and FoxA. 

Transient-transfectionn assays with CPS GRU reporter constructs indeed only exhibit 

reporter-genee expression in hepatoma cells and not in e.g. fibroblasts. Thus, 

organisationn of regulatory elements into regulatory units enables a gene to obtain a 

higherr level of induction, and additionally, allows the integration of multiple signal 

inputss into one response. 

2.. nGREs 

Glucocorticoid-responsee elements that negatively influence gene expression of 

responsivee genes are referred to as negative GREs (nGREs). In this mode of 

regulation,, direct binding of the glucocorticoid receptor to the nGRE is required. A 

nGRE,, therefore, has a similar recognition sequence as a GRE, although the 

consensuss sequence of a nGRE is more variable (ATYACnnTnTGATCn) than that of 
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Severall regulatory mechanisms for these nGREs have been reported. In the 

competitionn model, GR-binding to the nGRE interferes with other transcription factors 

forr binding to their response elements, thereby eliciting a negative response. The 

differentt effects of glucocorticoids on the AFP gene of human and rodents exemplify 

this.. The human AFP gene is positively regulated by glucocorticoids through a GRE 

locatedd at -175 to -161, whereas rodent AFP is inhibited by glucocorticoids. Specific 

deviationss from the human sequence make this region less similar to a consensus 

GREE but better matching with an HNF4 consensus sequence. In rodents, HNF4 

does,, indeed, bind to this sequence, but addition of dexamethasone allows 

competitionn between GR and HNF4 for this response element, and thereby inhibits 

expressionn of the rodent AFP gene 69. 

AA second, more complex mode involves the interaction with other transcription 

factors.. Here, GR binds its response element upon addition of hormone, but can only 

exertt its repressive effect by interacting with other transcription factors or co-

activators.. Depending on the identity of these interacting factors, GR-binding could 

inducee a repressive chromatin environment or elicit a different response. The former 

iss suggested as a mechanism for the negative regulation of the corticotropin-

releasingg hormone gene by glucocorticoids 70. Adjacent AP1 and GR binding sites (-

2788 to -49) in the corticotropin-releasing hormone promoter facilitate the binding of 

thesee proteins. Although not yet tested, a possible mechanism for glucocorticoid-

mediatedd repression might involve the recruitment of a different chromatin-

modificationn complex depending on whether GR or AP-1 is bound, thereby 

modulatingg the level of transcription. 

VI.VI. HORMONE RESPONSE UNITS 

1.. Similaritie s and difference s in GRU compositio n 

AA number of glucocorticoid-responsive genes, in which the response-elements are 

organisedd into regulatory units, have been identified. Figure 3 shows these units for 

geness involved in gluconeogenesis, classified according to the pathway in which they 

function.. Looking at the composition of the different response units, there does not 

seemm to be a general rule on how a regulatory unit is organised. They not only 

divergee in the number of response elements in each unit, ranging from 4 to 10, but 

alsoo in the order of response elements. From the work on PEPCK 71 and CPS 61, it 

hass become clear that the specific organisation of REs is of great importance for the 

functionalityy of the unit. In PEPCK, swapping of the FoxA (AF2) and COUP-TF (AF3) 

elementss strongly reduced reporter-gene activity in response to glucocorticoids, while 
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inn CPS no fully functional combination of response elements could be constructed 

otherr than the wild-type configuration. Besides the presence of GREs, regulatory 

regionss of these gluconeogenic genes all contain binding sites for the liver-enriched 

transcriptionn factors C/EBP and FoxA. Likely, these transcription factors fulfil specific 

regulatoryy tasks within this class of genes. Besides binding sites for these three 

transcriptionn factors, additional REs are present. The CPS GRU, for instance, has an 

additionall response element for an unknown transcription factor denoted P3. Based 

onn the number of response elements and the number of repetitive response 

elements,, the CPS GRU is by far the simplest unit of the units presented here 

(Figuree 3). However, we have shown that a functional GRU can be generated that is 

evenn simpler61. 

Amin oo acid degradatio n 
AKD D 

Liver r 

|| NFI K" Liver 

Liver r 

Gluconeogenesi s s 

HNF44 /COUP-TF ^ S F - C H BB L^EE}-^ 

+3500 0 
™ « < ^^ • • ó>3n™ Liver r 

Liver,, small 
intestine e 

Figur ee 3. Schemati c representatio n of GRUs of genes involve d in amino - acid degradation , 

gluconeogenesis ,, and ammoni a detoxification . AKD= a-ketoacid dehydrogenase E2 subunit (only 

putativee sites); PAH= phenylalanine hydroxylase; TAT= tyrosine aminotransferase; PEPCK= 

phosphoenolpyruvatee carboxykinase; PFK-2= 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase; CPS= carbamoylphosphate 

synthetase. . 
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Whenn the P3 element, located between the FoxA and GR REs of the CPS GRU, is 

removed,, a functional GRU can be generated when the distance between the FoxA 

andd GR REs is 2 or 12 basepairs. Furthermore, substituting the C/EBP, FoxA, and 

GRR REs by optimal binding sequences for these transcription factors can also 

circumventt the requirement for a functional P3 element to bridge the 25-basepairs 

distancee between the FoxA and GR REs. Apparently, the CPS GRU is organised as 

suchh to allow the gene to be regulated by all four transcription factors. We therefore 

hypothesisee that the sequence and the architectural organisation of GRU REs are 

determinedd by the required signal inputs. The role of transcription factors recurrently 

actingg in GRUs is outlined in the section below. 

2.. Accessor y element s in GRUs involve d in gluconeogenesi s 

FoxA A 

Thee transcription factor forkhead box A (FoxA/HNF-3) binds as a monomeric protein 

too its recognition sequence and belongs to the large family of forkhead transcription 

factorss that contain a winged-helix motif/forkhead domain 72. FoxA is a major 

constituentt of GRUs in gluconeogenic genes, indicating that the functional interaction 

betweenn FoxA and GR is a common mechanism for glucocorticoid-regulated gene 

expression.. Three FoxA family members have been identified, FoxA1, FoxA2, and 

FoxA33 (formerly denoted HNF-3a, HNF-3p, and HNF-3y, respectively) 73. The three 

isoformss respond differently to the same stimuli. In liver, addition of dexamethasone 

resultss in a 2.5-fold increased mRNA level for FoxA1 and a 1.5-fold increase for 

FoxA2,, whereas FoxA3 is not upregulated. Streptozotocin-induced diabetes elevated 

FoxA22 and FoxA3 mRNA by 1.5-fold and 1.8-fold respectively, but did not affect 

FoxA11 expression 74. In H4IIE hepatoma cells, the C-terminal trans-activation domain 

off FoxA2 is involved in the glucocorticoid-dependent transcription of gluconeogenic 

geness 75. 

Thee mechanisms by which the FoxA family members regulate transcription 

havee only been solved partially. One mechanism involves transactivation via its 

transactivationn domains. Besides its DNA-binding domain and nuclear localisation 

signal,, FoxA contains four transactivation domains. However, no co-activators 

interactingg with these domains have been identified thus far. FoxA has been shown 

too be phosphorylated in vivo by casein kinase I at four phosphorylation sites, but 

mutationn of these sites had no effect on the transactivation potential of FoxA2 in co-

transfectionn assays 76. 
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Inn addition to transcriptional regulation of target genes via its transactivation 

domains,, the FoxA proteins can also activate gene expression by altering chromatin 

structure.. The linker histones H1 and H5 that compact the nucleosome-bound DNA, 

havee striking similarities to the FoxA proteins 77. The function of the linker histones is 

too restrict the DNA on the nucleosome surface. In contrast to histones H1 and H5, 

FoxAA cannot compact the DNA, and thus FoxA proteins that bind to DNA on the 

nucleosomee core and displace the linker histone, induce de-compaction of the 

chromatinn followed by transcriptional activation 78. Crystallographic analysis of FoxA3 

revealedd that the protein bends the DNA in a 13  angle 79. FoxA recognises both 

DNAA sequence and nucleosome structure. It is suggested that the ability to bind 

nucleosomall sites which deviate from the consensus FoxA site, is caused by the fact 

thatt the DNA is already bent on the nucleosome 80. Recognition of this structural site 

andd the lack of condensing capacity generate an open configuration that allows 

bindingg of other transcriptional regulators. 

CCAAT/enhancer-bindin gg protei n 

Inn all known GRUs of genes involved in glucose homeostasis, C/EBP acts as an 

accessoryy factor. Also, when devoid of a GRU, C/EBP often plays an important role 

inn the regulation of catabolic genes. For instance, the glucocorticoid-response of the 

arginasee gene, lacking a GRE, is mediated through C/EBPp 81. C/EBP proteins thus 

playy an important role in the regulation of expression of catabolic enzymes. The 

C/EBPP family comprises eight isoforms and are expressed in liver and adipose tissue 
82.. Mice deficient in C/EBPa suffer from hyperammonemia and hypoglycemia due to 

thee decreased expression of ornithine-cycle and gluconeogenic enzymes 83. Also, 

C/EBPp-knockoutt mice have severely impaired gluconeogenesis 84. 

Theree are three mechanisms by which C/EBP proteins can interact with the 

glucocorticoid-signallingg pathway. First, glucocorticoids up-regulate hepatic 

expressionn of both C/EBPa and C/EBPp 82. Thus far, no GREs have been identified 

inn the gene for C/EBPp, indicating that upregulation by glucocorticoids involves a 

secondaryy mechanism 85. A second mechanism involves interaction between the 

activatedd glucocorticoid receptor and C/EBP either directly via its bZIP domain 

(Figuree 4a)86;87 or via a co-activator such as CREB-binding protein (CBP) (Figure 4b 

andd 4c) 88. Finally, C/EBPs can recruit a chromatin-remodelling complex to the DNA, 

therebyy inducing local chromatin modifications enabling access of other transcription 

factorss to the DNA (Figure 4d). 
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C/EBP P 

a.. ^mm, 

(( CBP/p300 

b.. f f i f ! 

Figur ee 4. Mechanism s for interactio n betwee n GR and 

C/EBP.. a) GR and C/EBP can interact directly via the 

bZIPP domain of C/EBP, via common co-activators (b), or 

viaa recruitment of GR into coactivator complexes (c). 

Alternatively,, GR or C/EBP can recruit co-activators with 

histonee acetyltransferase activity that can alter local 

chromatinn structure and facilitate binding of other 

transcriptionn factors (d). 

Hepatocyt ee nuclea r facto r 4 (HNF4) 

HNF44 is a nuclear hormone-receptor family member that acts as a positive 

transcriptionall regulator of liver-specific genes. Although it has been suggested to be 

ligandedd by fatty acyl-CoA thioesters (fatty acids modified by acyl coenzyme A 

synthetase)) 89;89;90, it is still referred to as an orphan receptor (a receptor for which 

thee activating ligand is either unknown or unnecessary) 41. Like GR, HNF4 also 

containss an N-terminal AF-1 (A/B) domain that mediates transcriptional activation 

constitutively.. The ligand-binding domain harbours the ligand-dependent activation 

functionn 2 (AF-2), as well as a dimerisation function. In the adult, HNF4 is expressed 

inn liver, gastrointestinal tract, pancreas, and kidney 91. HNF4 binds as a homodimer 

too REs in the regulatory regions of genes expressed exclusively in liver. In addition, 

HNF44 can recruit the Smad3 and Smad4 proteins, suggesting transcriptional cross 

talkk between the TGFp- and HNF4-signalling pathways 92. 
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COUP-TF F 

COUP-TFF belongs to the family of orphan nuclear receptors and can form 

homodimers.. COUP-TF1 knockouts showed that it is an important regulator of 

neuronall development and differentiation 93, whereas COUP-TF2 plays a crucial role 

inn the regulation of mesenchymal-endothelial interactions. Based on sequence 

homologyy with the nuclear receptors, COUP-TF contains a DNA-binding domain, a 

P-Box,, and a ligand-binding domain 94. COUP-TF can act as a repressor and an 

activatorr of gene transcription. It has, for example, been shown to antagonise HNF4-

dependentt activation of apolipoprotein CM I expression in liver 95, whereas it is a 

transcriptionall activator of PEPCK expression 96. Although several mechanisms have 

beenn proposed, it is still unclear how COUP-TFs alter gene expression. 

Hepatocyt ee nuclea r facto r 6 (HNF-6) 

HNF-66 belongs to the One-Cut family of transcription factors. Apart from its N-

terminall transactivation domain, it also contains a Cut-Homeodomain that can 

interactt with the CREB-binding protein (CBP). There are two mechanisms by which 

HNF-66 can interact with regulatory regions. First, HNF-6 can directly bind to the 

responsee elements of target genes. HNF-6 can, for instance, bind the promoter 

regionn of the FoxA2 and phosphofructo-2-kinase gene 97. Alternatively, HNF-6 may 

actt as a co-activator of FoxA2. One mechanism by which HNF-6 modulates gene 

expressionn involves the recruitment of CBP/p300, since CBP/p300 can interact with 

HNF-66 and since co-expression of both factors increased the expression of an HNF-

6-responsivee reporter construct98. HNF-6 and FoxA2 may specifically interact in such 

aa way that HNF-6 acts as a co-activator of FoxA2 to enhance transcription via a 

FoxA2-responsee element, whereas FoxA2 represses the activity of HNF-6-mediated 

transactivationn " . The activation of FoxA2 transactivation is probably the result of the 

recruitmentt of CBP/p300 by HNF-6, whereas the repression imposed by FoxA2 on 

HNF-6-transactivationn is probably caused by inhibition of the binding of HNF-6 to its 

responsee element due to interaction with FoxA2. 

Ets s 

Thee Ets family members are expressed in several tissues amongst which are the 

lung,, liver, kidney, and the lymphoid and haematopoietic tissues 10 , and play a role 

inn development and apoptosis. In addition, Ets can act as a proto-oncogene, perhaps 

viaa the regulation of a number of proteases involved in degradation of the 

extracellularr matrix, which alter the invasive behaviour of tumors 101. The Ets family 
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off transcription factors share a so-called Ets-domain (E26 transformation specific 

sequence)) that forms a winged helix-turn-helix structure 102. In addition, a subset of 

thiss family has a Pointed (PNT) domain at the N-terminal regions that forms a helix-

loop-helixx (HLH) motif for interaction with other proteins 103. 

Ets11 is localised predominantly in the nucleus due to the presence of a 

nuclearr localisation signal on the Ets domain 104. Many Ets-family members are 

targetss of signal-transduction cascades, thereby changing the stability of the protein, 

itss transactivating capacity, its interaction with other proteins, and its subcellular 

localisationn 105. Ets proteins regulate gene expression by interacting with other 

transcriptionn factors and co-activators on composite DNA-binding sites 106. Many 

proteins,, amongst which are CBP, AP-1, Stat5, and NF-KB, have been shown to 

interactt with Ets1 to mediate tissue-specific expression of certain genes 107. 

3.. Enhancer-promote r interaction s 

Itt is noteworthy that, apart from the GRU in the gene for the a-ketoacid 

dehydrogenasee E2 subunit, GRUs are located several hundreds or thousands of 

basepairss upstream of the transcription-start site. The question, therefore, emerges 

howw the glucocorticoid-response signal, originating from a far-upstream sequence, 

cann be transmitted to the transcription machinery. We believe the answer lies within 

thee presence of so-called coupling elements. 

Couplingg elements act by linking distant enhancers to the promoter (Figure 5) 

andd have been described for the a-fetoprotein gene 108 and the prostate-specific 

antigenn gene 109. In the prostate-specific antigen gene, androgen-response elements, 

locatedd both proximal to the promoter and in the far-upstream enhancer, act as 

couplingg elements. Binding of the androgen receptor to both sites can link the far-

upstreamm enhancer to the promoter by interacting with proteins in the same co-

activatorr complex, thus forming a "bridging" complex. The linkage of the distant 

enhancerr and the promoter-proximal coupling element allows interaction of enhancer 

elementss with the basal transcription machinery to regulate gene transcription. 

Inn the CPS gene we recently discovered a promoter-proximal GRE that 

abrogatess the GRU-mediated glucocorticoid response when mutated 11 . A 

mechanismm similar to the prostate-specific antigen gene therefore appears to apply to 

thee CPS gene as well, with the GR instead of the AR forming the bridging complex. 

Thee distally located GRU, thus, becomes localised in the proximity of the promoter 

andd can facilitatee the formation of a transcription-activation complex. 
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Proximall Minimal 

Figur ee 5. Model describin g the rol e of 

couplin gg element s in relayin g the 

activatin gg signa l of a dista l enhance r to 

thee promoter . In absence of an activating 

signal,, the enhancer and promoter are 

spatiallyy separated. Activation of the 

signallingg cascade facilitates transcription 

factorr binding and the formation of a putative 

bridging-complexx (b). The now proximally 

locatedd activation complex can then interact 

withh the promoter to initiate transcription (c). 

Inn the PEPCK gene, the glucocorticoid response is mediated by a GRU 

locatedd 455 basepairs upstream of the transcription-start site. Earlier reports defined 

thee PEPCK GRU as a cluster of REs at -455 basepairs (Figure 3) 111. However, in 

laterr studies a C/EBP site located at -90 bp was also found to be crucial for the 

glucocorticoidd response 112. Since this promoter-proximal C/EBP element is 

functionallyy but not spatially clustered with the GRU, this C/EBP may serve as a 

couplingg element as well. It has been shown that the FoxA, HNF4, and COUP-TF 

transcriptionn factors of the PEPCK GRU interact with the SRC-1 coactivator 113. 

Sincee the GRE remains mandatory even after SRC-1 has been tethered to the GRU 

byy Gal4-fusion experiments, it was suggested that GR functions to activate the 

SRC-11 coactivator or facilitate the recruitment of components of the basal 

transcriptionn machinery by interacting with SRC-1. However, since CBP and C/EBP 

doo functionally interact m , it is also possible that the proximally located C/EBP 

elementt of the PEPCK gene facilitates the coupling of the GRU with the proximity 

promoter. . 

Basedd on these findings, we submit that the use of coupling elements is a 

generall mechanism to relay the activating signal from a distal enhancer to the basal 

transcriptionn machinery. 

enhancerr promoter 

Couplingg ^ > 
elementt —— 

^eporterr : 

reporterr | 
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VII.VII. PERSPECTIVES 

GRU-mediatedd glucocorticoid action involves the orchestrated cooperation of 

differentt transcription factors that are endpoints of regulatory pathways. GRUs, thus, 

actt by integrating multiple signal inputs into one response. Proximal promoter-

couplingg elements may serve as intermediaries between distant located enhancers 

andd the transcription machinery, thereby providing a mechanism to convert the 

activatingg signal into transcriptional activation. Our results and data from other model 

systemss have indicated that it might be a general mechanism, requiring different 

proteinss in each system. 

Severall questions remain: What other transcription factor-binding sites, 

associatedd with gluconeogenesis can function as coupling elements to establish a 

bridgingg complex? Which co-activator proteins act in such complexes? Since CBP 

hass been reported to function as a molecular scaffold, it is a likely candidate. Does 

differentiall regulation occur only at the level of transcription-factor binding to the GRU 

orr is additional regulation in the formation of the bridging complex possible? The 

answerss to these and other questions concerning nuclear regulatory factors should 

helpp elucidate the mechanisms of glucocorticoid signalling. 
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ABSTRACT ABSTRACT 
Inn biomedical research, "normalisation" is a common approach to deal with series of 

measurementss with similar proportional differences between experimental conditions, 

butt different absolute values, even though the measurement sessions were carried 

outt under presumably identical circumstances. A major limitation of the normalisation 

approachh is that only a single experimental condition is used to correct for variation 

betweenn sessions. Another method to remove between-session variation, 

"standardisation",, requires a complete data set to avoid added variation. To remedy 

thesee shortcomings, we developed a novel method for the removal of the between-

sessionn variation, which performs well with incomplete data sets. This method, 

dubbedd "factor correction" assumes that the between-session variation is due to 

multiplicativee factors working on the respective session. These session factors can 

bee determined by two different approaches: two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

onn log-transformed data, or calculation of a between-session ratio matrix. Both 

approachess can handle incomplete datasets and use the observed values in all 

experimentall conditions to calculate the session factors. When (part of) the between-

sessionn variation is not multiplicative, this variation component remains present after 

factorr correction. Depending on the experimental design and the biological variation 

thee factors resulting from both approaches differ up to 2%, which is negligible 

comparedd to biological variation. * 

** A computer program that performs factor correction with the ratio approach is 

availablee on request: biolab-services@amc.uva.nl; subject: factor correction. 
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INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION 

Repeatingg a series of measurements in biological research under presumably 

identicall circumstances on another day often leads to results that show the same 

proportionall differences between experimental conditions, but clearly different 

absolutee values within the conditions (Figure 1A). This between-session variation 

resultss from small random differences in e.g. cell densities, substrate and reagent 

concentrations,, reactions temperatures and exposure times, which all have been 

shownn to proportionally increase or decrease the outcome of a biological 

measurement.. The combined effect of such experimental variables is illustrated in 

Figuree 1, in which the lines connect the measurements resulting from one session. 
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Figur ee 1. Compariso n of normalisation , standardisatio n and facto r correction . The sample data 

sett shows the activity of 8 different DNA constructs (=conditions) measured in 6 independent sessions 

( •• D ^ O '* • ) . A: Original measurements plotted on a logarithmic Y-axis. The parallel lines 

connectingg the results from each session indicate that the variation between sessions is multiplicative. 

B:: Data from A after normalisation, using condition 1 as 'control' (one session did not include condition 

11 and had to be dropped). The variation in the control condition is lost (•). C: Data from A after 

standardisation.. Note that a linear transformation (standardised * = 410 + 305 x standardised) was 

appliedd to the standardised values to enable this logarithmic plot. D: Data from A after applying factor 

correction.. The minimal remaining distance between the lines indicates that factor correction does a 

superiorr job in removing the multiplicative between-session variation. 
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Thee fact that most session lines are parallel in this graph with a logarithmic Y-axis 

indicatess that the between-session variation is indeed the result of multiplicative 

factorss working on each session. The resulting observations can, therefore, be 

modelledd as a mixed multiplicative and additive model (Eq. 4). When such a multi-

sessionn experiment is analysed with a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) one 

cann assign the respective variance components to the sessions and conditions and 

testt for condition effects. However, when ANOVA is applied directly to the 

observations,, the session factors are treated as additive instead of multiplicative. On 

thee other hand, when the logarithms of the observations are entered into the ANOVA, 

thee condition effects and statistical error are treated as multiplicative effects. The 

oftenn incomplete and unbalanced design of multi-session experiments, further 

hinderss the direct parametric statistical analysis of such datasets. A nonparametric 

approachh to deal with this between-session variation, that is, replacing the values per 

sessionn by their ranks, is similar to the Friedman test 1 and requires a complete 

dataset. . 

Too remedy this situation, the researcher customarily tries to remove between-

sessionn variation by either "normalisation" or "standardisation" 2. In normalisation, a 

'control'' condition is defined and per session all measured values (Yni) are scaled 

withh respect to the control value in the session (Yni) according to Equation 1 (with 

sessionn n, condition i and control condition 1). 

normalisedd Yni =100 x ^ (1) 

AA weak point of the normalisation approach is that only a single experimental 

conditionn is used to correct for the between-session variation. Moreover, this control 

valuee is implicitly assumed to be without experimental error. Figure 1B shows the 

dataa for each condition when normalisation (using condition 1 as control, which has 

leadd to the loss of one session!) is applied to the sample data set. Normalisation does 

removee between-session variation but, at the same time, generates a control 

conditionn without variation and adds the variation that was present in the control 

conditionn to the variation in the other conditions (Figure 2B). Since parametric 

statisticall tests for the comparison of two or more conditions assume an equal 

variancee in all conditions 3, these tests can no longer be used. Also most 

nonparametricc tests are no longer applicable, because they require similar 

distributionss in all conditions 1. 
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Inn standardisation 4, each value per session is transformed into a standard 

valuee by subtracting the session mean (Yn) and dividing by the session standard 

deviationn (SDn, Equation 2). 

YY , - Y 
standardisedd Yni 

SD„ „ 
(2) ) 

Becausee the session mean after standardisation is zero, standardisation removes 

between-sessionn variation (Figure 1C). However, when not all conditions are present 

inn every session, the session mean and standard deviation will be biased, which in 

turnn will result in biased standard values and added variability between sessions 

(triangless and filled diamonds in Figure 1C; Figure 2C). Therefore, standardisation 

cann only be used effectively when the data set is complete, that is, when all 

conditionss are present in every session. 
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Figur ee 2. Compariso n of normalisation , standardisatio n and facto r correction . Mean and 

standardd error of the original data (A), the data after normalisation (B), after applying standardisation 

(C),, and after applying factor correction (D). Note that normalisation, standardisation, and factor 

correctionn reduce the variation within each condition. However, normalisation (B) leads to loss of 

variancee in the control condition and to added variation in the other conditions. With factor correction 

(D)) all conditions retain their statistical variance, which is generally smaller than after normalisation (B) 

andd standardisation (C). 
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Bothh correction methods implicitly assume that the between-session variation is due 

too multiplicative between-session factors. In this paper we demonstrate two 

approachess for a correction method that is based on the direct estimation of those 

multiplicativee between-session factors. This method, dubbed "factor correction" uses 

aa mixed additive and multiplicative model for the within- and between-session 

variation.. The first approach is to estimate session factors from the output of a two-

wayy analysis of variance (ANOVA) on log-transformed data. The second approach is 

basedd on the calculation of a between-session ratio matrix. The difference between 

thee session factors estimated by each of these two approaches depends on the 

experimentall design and the biological variation. However, these differences are 

negligiblee compared the effects of biological variation. 

METHODS METHODS 

Sampl ee data 

Thee data in Figure 1A exemplifies a typical data set from a multi-session experiment 

basedd on measurements from a larger series of transfections in which the 

transfectionn efficiency, the reporter-enzyme assay, and the measurement session are 

experimentall factors that may result in multiplicative between-session variation 2. The 

differentt DNA constructs in the transfections represent the experimental conditions. 

Dataa from groups of transfections on different days make up groups of 

measurements:: the measurement sessions. The multiplicative nature of the between-

sessionn variation in this example-data set is apparent from the fact that most session 

liness connecting the data points run parallel in this graph with a logarithmic Y-axis 

(Figuree 1A). 

Mixedd additiv e and multiplicativ e mode l 

Thee standard additive model for an experimental design with one measurement 

sessionn and a number of conditions is given in Equation 3: 

YY = Y + E. + error (3) 
' ii  'mea n  w i  \ » * / 

Thiss model states that the result of a measurement Y in condition i is composed of 

thee population mean (Ymean), the effect of condition i (Ej), and an experimental error. 
k k 

Inn this additive model the sum of the condition effects is 0 ( J ^ i = 0 ) a n c l t n e e r r o r 's 

i = 1 1 

normallyy distributed with mean 0 and standard deviation a. Note that 'effect' in the 

sensee used here does not represent the difference between a control and an 

experimentall condition, but stands for the effect of each condition relative to the 
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populationn mean, Ymean- The experimental error reflects the variance within a 

condition,, whereas the condition effects reflect the differences between conditions 3. 

Inn a multi-session experiment with multiplicative between-session variation, this 

additivee model is extended with a multiplicative session-dependent factor (Equation 

4). . 
Ynl=Fnx(Ymean+E i++ error) (4) 

Accordingly,, for each session n, the measurement results for each condition are 

multipliedd by session factor Fn. In this mixed additive and multiplicative model the 
m m 

productt of the session factors equals 1 (Y[^* =1). This property insures that the 
n=1 1 

overalll Ymean is not affected by the multiplicative factors. The session factors can be 

estimatedd with two different approaches: two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA 

approach)) or calculation of a between-session ratio matrix (Ratio approach). Both 

approachess will be illustrated with the sample dataset (Figure 1A; panel 1 in Box 1 

andd Box 2) 

Estimatio nn of the sessio n factor s wit h the ANOVA approac h (Box 1) 

Thee estimation of the session factors from the output of a two-way ANOVA is 

illustratedd in Box 1. The process starts with a logarithmic transformation of the data. 

Thiss transformation converts the multiplicative session factor into an additive 

componentt in the model (Equation 5) 

log(Yn,)) = log(Fn)+Log(Ymean +E, +error) ( 5 ) 

Thee application of two-way ANOVA without interaction between the factors 

sessionn and condition then results in estimated marginal means per session (EMMn). 

Notee that the condition effects that would result from the two-way ANOVA procedure 

onn the log-transformed data would be multiplicative effects. Therefore, these effects 

shouldd be ignored and only the results with respect to the session factors should be 

used.. This ANOVA procedure can be carried out with every statistical package. In 

thiss paper SPSS (version 11.5.2) was used. In the example dataset several sessions 

aree incomplete. 
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Bo xx 1: estimatio n of sessio n factor s wit h ANOV A 
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session n 
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Thee General Linear Model ANOVA procedure of SPSS uses substituted values in the 

calculationss of the marginal means to correct for missing conditions in one or more 

sessions.. Such a missing value substitution is implemented in every statistical 

package.. In short, the missing values are assumed to behave similar to the other 

valuess in the same session and the same condition. For an experiment with N 

sessionss and I conditions, the substituted value for the missing observation Yin can 

bee calculated with Equation 6 5. 

Y i n = ( l Y n + N Y , - Y ) / { ( l - l X N - l ) }} (6) 

Inn this equation Y.n is the sum of non-missing observations for the session with the 

missingg condition and Yi. the sum for the condition with the missing session; Y.. is the 

summ of all non-missing observations. When more values are missing an iterative 

proceduree is followed and new substitutions are calculated until the residual sum of 

squaress is minimized 5. 

Thee deviation of each EMMn from the mean of all EMMn is an estimate of the 

Log(Fn)) term in Equation 5. The resulting estimated session factors (Box1, panel 8) 

aree applied to the measured values and corrected values are obtained (panel 9). 
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Estimatio nn of the sessio n factor s wit h the Rati o approac h (Box 2) 

Thee calculation steps used to estimate the session factors with the Ratio approach 

aree illustrated in Box 2. For each pair of sessions, e.g. session 5 and 6, the ratio 

betweenn sessions is calculated for each condition that these sessions have in 

commonn (Equation 7 and panel 2); e.g. for session 6 and 5 this ratio is: 

between-sessionn rati065 = 
Y„ „ 

YY + Et + error) 
YY + E, + error) 

(7) ) 

Inn such a between-session ratio, the normally distributed additive parts of the 

multiplicativee model (Equation 4), which have the same mean and standard 

deviation,, lead to a ratio of 1. The error of such a ratio of normally distributed 

variabless has a Cauchy distribution 6, which implies that, strictly speaking, its mean 

doess not exist. However, the Cauchy distribution has a symmetrical clock shape 

centredd on zero, has a median of zero 7 and, with a more general definition of 

integration,, its mean can also be considered to be zero 8. Therefore, on average, the 

errorr in the last term of Equation 5 is zero and the term cancels out. Therefore, the 

between-sessionn ratio is an unbiased estimate of the ratio of between-session 

factors. . 
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Whenn two sessions have more than one condition in common, a between-session 

ratioo is calculated for each matching pair of conditions and, because we are dealing 

withh multiplicative effects, the geometric mean of these ratios is used 6. 

Thee matrix of between-session ratios for all combinations of sessions is shown 

inn panel 3 of Box 2. This matrix can now be used to calculate estimates for the 

sessionn factors. Equation 8 gives the geometric mean of a column of observed ratios. 

geometricc mean colum^ =rvPJ 
(c\ (c\ 

i=ii  V F i 

Fn n 

WJ J 
== R (8) 

j=1 1 

Becausee the multiplicative model requires that the product of all session factors in the 

denominatorr of the third term of Equation 8 equals 1, the geometric mean of a 

columnn of between-session ratios is an estimate of the correction factor for that 

sessionn (step 5). 

Inn the example dataset, session 1 and session 6 have no conditions in 

commonn and, therefore, a between-session ratio cannot be calculated directly for this 

pairr of sessions. The values 20.0 and 0.05 in the grey boxes in panel 3 (Box 2; upper 

rightt and lower left corner, respectively) are in fact substituted ratios. If this 

substitutionn of missing between-session ratios had not been carried out, the 

correctionn factors of session 1 and 6 would have been 50% higher (0.47) and 20% 

lowerr (5.15), respectively. This would result in incomplete removal of the session 

variationn for these sessions. To be able to calculate proper session factors without 

thee loss of data sets like sessions 1 and 6, we implemented a procedure to substitute 

thee missing between-session ratio. This substitution procedure is based on the fact 

thatt in every row in the matrix of observed between-session ratios, the factor in the 

denominatorr is the same, whereas for every column the factor in the numerator is the 

same.. Therefore, it is possible to calculate a substitute for a missing ratio in column j 

andd row i (R^) from a known ratio in that column (Rj,n) and two other ratios from these 

twoo rows in another column (Rkj and Rk,n, respectively). A substitute for the missing 

ratioo Rjj is then calculated as 

Rj.ii = Rk,i X Rj,n / Rk,n (9) 

Whenn this substitute is calculated for all possible Rk,i, Rj,n, and Rkn then the geometric 

meann of all substitutes will be the best estimate of the missing ratio Rjj. The inverse 

valuee can be substituted for Rjj. The complete substitution procedure is illustrated in 

Boxx 2, panel 4. Note that as many substitutes as possible are used to reach the most 

accuratee estimate for the missing ratio. However, the between-session ratios of 1, 
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whichh are on the diagonal of the between-session ratio matrix, are excluded. The 

substitutee values resulting from these ratios also occur in the remainder of the table. 

Facto rr  correctio n 

Thee between-session variation in the original data set can now be removed by 

dividingg each measured value by the corresponding session factor obtained with 

eitherr the Ratio or the ANOVA approach (Equation 10): 

correctedd Y n i = ^ (10) 
''  n 

Thee resulting corrected dataset for the ANOVA approach is given in panel 9 of Box 1. 

RESULTS RESULTS 

Result ss  of the applicatio n of facto r correctio n on the exampl e dataset . 

Thee session factors estimated with each of the two approaches are given in Table 1. 

Thesee factors differ up to 1.3% (Table 1). This difference is too small to be visible in 

thee graph of the corrected dataset which is plotted in Figure 1D. The reduced 

distancee between the session lines in Figure 1D, compared to Figure 1A, shows that 

thee multiplicative between-session variation has been successfully removed. This is 

alsoo shown by the reduced variation of the conditions after factor correction (Figure 

2D).. The remaining difference between the session lines (Figure 1D) reflects the non-

multiplicativee component of the variation between the experimental conditions, which 

iss the error component in the additive model (Equation 3). 

Tablee 1. Compariso n of the estimate d sessio n factor s obtaine d wit h the ANOVA and the Ratio 

approac hh for the data of the exampl e dataset . The last column gives the ratio between the two 

estimatedd factors per session. 

session n 
1 1 

2 2 
3 3 
4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

estimationn approach 
anova a 
0.323 3 
1.554 4 

1.464 4 

0.927 7 

0.227 7 

6.465 5 

ratio o 
0.323 3 
1.539 9 

1.483 3 
0.917 7 

0.229 9 

6.456 6 

ratioo / anova 
1.002 2 
0.991 1 

1.013 3 

0.989 9 
1.007 7 

0.999 9 
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Variatio nn and difference s of estimate d sessio n factor s 

Too determine the effect of the biological error and the absence of conditions in a 

measurementt session on the session factors estimated by each of the two 

approaches,, a series of simulations was carried out. A number of datasets with 

knownn session factors but increasing relative error (coefficient of variation, CV, from 

0.011 to 0.25), different numbers of observations per session and condition and an 

increasingg number of missing conditions per session was simulated. Session factors 

weree then estimated with both the ANOVA and the Ratio approach. The results of the 

simulationss of a dataset with 7 conditions and 7 sessions are summarized in 

Figuree 3. When the number of observations per condition and session was lowered 

fromm 5 to 2, the deviation of the factors from the expected value increased (Figure 

3C).. A further increase was observed when the coefficient of variation was increased 

fromm 0.1 to 0.25 and when the number of conditions per session was decreased from 

77 to 3. Only when the condition-session matrix was incomplete, a difference in 

estimatedd session factors occurred and reached 3% and 3.5% of the estimated 

factorss at 4 and 3 conditions per session, respectively. The variation of the estimated 

factorss around the expected factors was symmetrical in all simulations and both 

approaches.. An example of such a distribution is given in Figure 3A for the simulation 

off 3 conditions per session. The factors estimated by the ANOVA approach showed a 

highh correlation (r=0.984) with those of the Ratio approach as illustrated by the 

scatterr plot of the logarithms of the deviations of the estimated factors from the 

expectedd factors (Figure 3B). The deviations from the expected factor were found to 

bee independent of the magnitude of the expected factor (Figure 3B). When only two 

conditionss are present per session, each condition providing an overlap with one of 

thee other sessions, both factor-estimation approaches resulted in the same factors. 

However,, because of the low number of observations included in this design, the 

resultingg factor estimates deviate strongly from the expected factors (Figure 3C). 
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Figur ee 3. Result s of the applicatio n of the two method s for estimatio n ofsessio n factor s on a 

serie ss of simulate d datasets . The datasets used in this figure consisted of 7 conditions (effects: -50, 

-20,, -10, 0, 10, 20, and 50) and 7 sessions (factors: 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, and 10). The number of 

observationss per condition-session combination (n), the coefficient of variation (CV) and the number of 

conditionss per session (C per S) were systematically varied in the simulations. For each input 25 

datasetss were simulated. A: line plot of the estimated factors for the Ration approach (left) and the 

ANOVAA approach (right) for a simulation with 3 conditions per session. Note that all estimated factors 

clusterr symmetrically about the expected (=input) factor. The error bars on both sides of the graph 

givee the expected factor and the range of the estimated factors. B: Scatter plot of the log-deviation of 

eachh point in panel A from its expected value. The markers are given next to panel A. The inset gives 

thee similar graph for a simulation with 5 conditions per session. C: Box and whisker plots (boxes: 25th 

andd 75th percentile, whiskers 10lh and 90th percentile) of average the deviation of the estimated factors 

fromm the expected factor for each of the simulations. The graphs marked with D show the difference 

betweenn the factors obtained from the two approaches. Note the increasing deviation when the 

numberr of observations per condition-session decreases, when the CV increases and when the 

numberr of condition per session (C per S) decreases. Only when not all conditions are present in 

eachh session, the factors estimated with two approaches show a difference. 
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Applicatio nn of the facto r correctio n for the correctio n of transfectio n data 

Too characterise the regulatory regions of a gene, different sequences can be cloned 

upstreamm of a promoter and a reporter gene in a plasmid. The regulatory effects of 

suchh a DNA construct can then be measured by transfection of these constructs into 

cells.. These cells have to be divided into several batches of cells to allow different 

treatments.. Ideally, all constructs that have to be compared are transfected into the 

samee batch of cells within the same transfection session. However, practical 

restrictions,, e.g. the availability of cultured cells and the duration of the experiment, 

limitt the number of transfections that can be conducted at the same day. This results 

inn a two-level multi-session design: measurement sessions on different days, with 

multiplee transfection sessions per measurement (Figure 4). Biological differences 

betweenn batches of cells (e.g. cell passage number) cause variation between the 

differentt measurement sessions. In addition, transient transfection of DNA constructs 

intoo cells is subject to large variation in efficiency between transfections. Without 

correctionn for these sources of variation the use of these data in statistical tests 

wouldd result in an increased type II error (false negatives). It is therefore essential to 

estimatee these contributions of both session levels on the variation and remove these 

fromm the observed data. According to a mixed multiplicative and additive model 

(Equationn 4), the measured value of a DNA construct can be described by the 

followingg equation: 

Xtmchh = Fm (Ft (Xmean + ECh + error)) (11) 

Thee value X of a construct c with hormone treatment h in transfection t on day m is 

composedd of the population mean (Xmean), a combined condition effect (Ech), an 

experimentall error, and two multiplicative session factors: the transfection-efficiency 

factorr (Ft) and the measurement-session factor (Fm). By determining the transfection-

efficiencyy factors within a measurement-session, we can remove the variation in 

transfection-efficiencyy without interfering with the measurement-session variation 

(Figuree 4). To enable the removal of the variation in transfection-efficiency, an 

internal-controll plasmid, with its own reporter signal, has to be co-transfected with the 

test-DNAA construct. Because this control plasmid can be assumed not to be affected 

byy the test-DNA construct, the variance in the internal-control reporter signal should 

bee the result of differences in the transfection efficiency between sessions and an 

experimentall or biological error. 
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Figur ee 4. Schemati c representatio n of the two-leve l multi-sessio n transfectio n experimen t and 

thee applicatio n of a two-ste p facto r correctio n of transfectio n data. Different samples from a 

hepatomaa FTO-2B cell line are used on different days (the measurement sessions) with different 

transfectionss per day (transfection sessions). To allow statistical comparison of transfection data, the 

multiplicativee variation components resulting from different transfection efficiencies and from the 

differentt measurement sessions need to be removed. The transfection-session factor (Ft) can be 

estimatedd from the signal of the co-transfected internal control. After applying these factors to the test 

constructt data, the measurement-session factor (Fm) can be determined and applied. The resulting 

correctedd data are now representative for the whole initial cell population. -Dex: no hormone 

treatment;; +Dex: glucocorticoid treatment. Dotted lines represent data input into the session-factor 

calculationn and the application of the session-factors. 

Thee measured value of the internal control (Yt) can therefore be described by the 

followingg equation: 

Y,, = Ft * (Ymean + error) (12) 

Thiss model states that the control value Y in transfection t is composed of the 

populationn mean (Ymean), an experimental or biological error and a transfection-

efficiencyy factor Ft. Factor correction can be used to estimate these factors for the 

differentt transfection sessions. Because the internal-control and the test construct 

aree co-transfected, the transfection-efficiency correction factor can also be applied to 

correctt the corresponding test-construct values. This procedure is complicated by 

thee fact that in the experiments the effects of hormones on the expression of our 
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DNAA constructs are tested. Hormones like glucocorticoids affect the expression of 

manyy genes, and they may therefore also influence the expression of the internal-

controll construct. Using the values of untreated as well as hormone-induced cells 

originatingg from the same transfection event, would therefore lead to incorrect 

correctionn factors. To avoid this, only the values of untreated cells are used to 

calculatee the transfection-session factors. 

Too allow comparison of data sets from different days, a second correction step 

iss required to remove the effect of the measurement sessions on different days. 

Becausee the transfection-efficiency factor that accounts for differences in transfection 

efficiencyy (Ft) has already been determined and removed in the first correction step, 

equationn 11 can be simplified to: 

Xmchh = Fm (Xmean + Ech + error) (13) 

Byy combining the parameters that define the construct identity and its treatment into 

onee condition (e.g. construct_2 nojiormone; construct_2 hormone), all data are 

includedd in the factor-correction calculations to determine the session factors Fm. The 

dataa obtained after this second correction step can be used for further statistical 

analysiss (Figure 5). 
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Figur ee 5. Remova l of variatio n fro m 

transfectio nn data . Three different DNA 

constructss were co-transfected with an 

internall control-reporter construct to FTO-2B 

hepatomaa cells and split into two equal parts. 

Afterr 24 hours culturing with and without 

glucocorticoids,, reporter-gene activity of the 

test-constructss and the internal control was 

measured.. These transfections were 

repeatedd on different days. A: uncorrected 

dataa from these experiments; B: the 

correctedd data according to the two-step 

proceduree described in the text. The Kruskal 

Walliss analysis (reference 3) of these data 

didd not reveal any statistical difference 

betweenn the wild type construct C6 and the 

otherr constructs in the uncorrected data, 

whilee significant differences were found 

betweenn construct C6 and construct C3 after 

removall of multiplicative variation 

components. . 
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Notee that the combination of construct identity and hormone treatment into one 

conditionn variable only serves to distinguish all different conditions in the session-

factorr estimation. In the statistical analysis of the corrected data, construct and 

hormonee treatment have to be treated as two independent factors in a two-way 

ANOVAA test. 

DISCUSSION DISCUSSION 

Thee factor correction procedure proposed in this paper is based on a mixed additive 

andd multiplicative model for the variation observed in multi-session experiments 

(Equationn 4). The results of the sample data set and the application in the 

transfectionn experiment show that factor correction effectively removes between-

sessionn variation in an incomplete data set. The corrected data set can be used for 

statisticall testing of differences between conditions, because the experimental error 

iss not affected by the factor correction. The only assumption of the method is that the 

between-sessionn variation is the result of a multiplicative factor working on each 

session.. If this assumption is incorrect and all between-session variation is random, 

applicationn of factor correction will lead to session factors that are all close to 1 and 

correctionn will not affect the data. Also, if part of the between-session variation is 

non-multiplicative,, this variation component remains present after factor correction. 

Thiss is illustrated by the data of session 4 of the example dataset: the lines 

connectingg the values of session 4 (open diamonds) cross over the other lines, both 

beforee (Figure 1A) and after factor correction (Figure 1D). 

Thee two approaches that can be used to estimate the session factors result in 

factorss that differ depending on the sample size, biological variation and experimental 

design.. The normal distribution of the statistical error in the original measurements as 

welll as the Cauchy distribution of the deviates of the ratios, should still insure that in 

bothh approaches the substitution procedure is free of bias. The estimated factors in 

thee simulated datasets indeed show a symmetrical distribution around the expected 

factorr values. This distribution becomes wider with increasing biological variation 

reflectingg the effect of the random error on both factor estimates. The 10th and 90th 

percentilee values deviate up to 17% of the expected factors. Compared to this 

variation,, the difference between the two approaches, which starts to occur when 

missingg values and/or missing between-session ratios have to be substituted, are 

negligible.. Even in the very incomplete design of only 3 conditions in each of the 

sevenn sessions, the 90th percentile of the difference is only 3.5% of the estimated 
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factorr value. This difference is most probably due to the difference in dealing with 

missingg values in the condition-session matrix. In both approaches this substitution 

proceduree is based on the assumption that the missing value or ratio would have 

behavedd similarly to the observed data. However, because of the limited number of 

observations,, sampling errors will negatively affect the accuracy of this assumption. 

Noteworthy,, the difference between the approaches disappears when only two 

conditionss per session are present in a fully balanced design. However, such a 

designn is not recommended because of the large variation in the factor estimates. 

Moreover,, the ANOVA approach uses substitutes for each missing value in the 

condition-sessionn matrix whereas the Ratio approach only substitutes missing ratios 

inn the between-session ratio matrix. The latter will occur less often then the former. 

Too improve the factor estimates, it is recommended to avoid missing values and to 

spreadd conditions as much as possible over sessions. It should be emphasised that 

neitherr approach replaces missing values in the dataset; both only use substitutions 

forr the unbiased estimation of session factors. 

Afterr normalisation, standardisation, and factor correction, the pattern of 

between-conditionn differences is very similar (Figure 2). However, in normalisation, 

thee control condition has lost its variance and the variance of all other conditions is 

largerr than when factor correction is applied (Figure 1B and 1D). In other words: the 

variationn that is lost in the control condition has been added to the other conditions. 

Inn standardisation, each value per session is transformed into a standard value by 

subtractionn of the session mean and division by the session standard deviation. As 

cann be derived from Equation 4, the magnitude of the session standard deviation will 

bee proportional to the session factor and, therefore, division by this session standard 

deviationn will remove between-session variation. In case of an incomplete data set, 

nott all conditions are present in every session, and therefore, both the session mean 

andd the session standard deviation will be biased, which leads to added variability 

withinn conditions compared to factor correction (Figure 1C and 1D). In factor 

correction,, both approaches for the estimation of session factors allow the usage of 

incompletee data sets, and, therefore, factor correction is the preferred method for the 

removall of between-session variation. Some statistical packages enable the use of 

estimatedd parameters in macro programs and with those packages the factors 

estimatedd from the marginal means per session can be directly applied to the 

dataset.. However, in most packages the output of the ANOVA procedure cannot be 

automaticallyy imported into a data transformation procedure. The ANOVA approach 

iss therefore often difficult to use. This is especially the case in biological experiments 
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inn which a combination of experimental procedures leads to an accumulation of 

sessionn effects as in the two-level multi-session transfection experiment. The 

implementationn of the Ratio approach in a program that reads and writes Microsoft 

Excell datasheets facilitates the removal of session effects from such datasets. 

Removall of the multiplicative variation component from the dataset enables 

thee statistical test for the additive condition effect with the standard one-way ANOVA. 

Whenn one suspects that an additive part of the session variation is still present, the 

sessionn can be included in a two way ANOVA. Both tests are no longer hindered by 

thee mixed nature of the variation in the original observations. 

Wee propose the use of "factor correction" as an alternative to the 

normalisationn or standardisation procedures for the removal of multiplicative 

between-sessionn variation. Factor correction performs well with incomplete data sets 

andd does not affect the biological error. It is, therefore, the preferred method for 

gettingg rid of a between-session variation resulting from multiplicative factors working 

onn each measurement session. 
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ABSTRACT ABSTRACT 

Thee glucocorticoid-response unit (GRU) within the distal enhancer of the 

carbamoylphosphate-synthetasee gene (CPS), which comprises response elements 

(REs)) for the glucocorticoid receptor (GR), the liver-enriched transcription factors 

FoxAA and C/EBP, and a binding site for an unknown protein denoted P3, is one of 

thee simplest GRUs described. In this study, we established that the activity of this 

GRUU strongly depended on the positioning and spacing of its REs. Mutation of the P3 

sitee within the 25-basepairs FoxA-GR spacer eliminated GRU activity, but the 

requirementt for P3 could be overcome by decreasing the length of this spacer to ^ 12 

basepairs,, by optimising the sequence of the REs in the GRU, and by replacing the 

P33 sequence with a C/EBP(3 sequence. At < 12 basepairs, the activity of the GRU 

dependedd on the helical orientation of the FoxA and GR REs, with highest activities 

observedd at 2 and 12 basepairs. Elimination of the 6-basepairs C/EBP-FoxA spacer 

alsoo increased GRU activity 2-fold. Together, these results indicate that the spatial 

positionn of the transcription factors {TFs) that bind to the GRU determines its activity 

andd that the P3 complex, which binds to the DNA via a 75-kDa protein, functions to 

facilitatee interaction between the FoxA and GR-response elements at a distance 

wheree these TFs have difficulties contacting each other. 
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INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION 

Inn liver, the enzymes of the urea cycle are responsible for the disposal of toxic 

ammoniaa originating from amino-acid degradation into urea. The mitochondrial 

enzymee carbamoylphosphate synthetase I (CPS; E.C. 6.3.4.16) is the rate-

determiningg enzyme in this cycle 1. Together with many genes encoding 

gluconeogenicc and amino-acid catabolising enzymes, the genes encoding urea-cycle 

enzymess are expressed in the periportal region of the liver and are activated by 

glucagonn (via cyclic AMP) and glucocorticoid hormones. 

Thee hormonal regulation of the CPS gene is imposed by a 469-basepairs 

distall enhancer located 6.3 kb upstream of the transcription start site 2. Within this 

distall enhancer, an 80-basepairs glucocorticoid-response unit (GRU) confers 

hormonee responsiveness and tissue specificity upon the gene (Figure 1A) 3. 

Hormone-responsee units (HRUs) are clusters of transcription factor-binding sites, 

comprisingg a hormone-responsive element and a number of cis-elements (accessory 

factors).. Such an HRU allows the regulation of transcription of the gene in space and 

timee by integrating multiple signal pathways 4. We previously analysed the binding of 

transcriptionn factors to the CPS GRU by in vitro footprinting 3. At the 5' end of the 

GRU,, a CCAAT/enhancer binding protein (C/EBP) RE is located. C/EBP is a liver-

enrichedd transcription factor that belongs to the basic zipper family of transcription 

factorss and binds to its response element as a dimer5. Separated from the C/EBP-

bindingg site by a 6-basepairs spacer, a binding site for forkhead box A (FoxA/HNF3) 

iss located. FoxA belongs to the winged-helix family of transcription factors and is 

highlyy expressed in liver, stomach and intestine 6. FoxA binds the DNA as a 

monomerr and bends the DNA around itself, imposing a 13-degrees angle upon the 

DNAA 7. 25 Basepairs downstream of the FoxA-binding site, the glucocorticoid-

responsee element (GRE) is located. The glucocorticoid receptor (GR) belongs to the 

steroid-receptorr family and is expressed in most tissues. Upon ligand binding, the 

receptorr dimerises and binds to its response element. Within the 25-basepairs region 

betweenn the FoxA- and GR-binding sites, a binding site for an unidentified protein 

denotedd as P3 is present 3. We previously showed that mutation of either the GR, 

C/EBP,, or the FoxA RE in the CPS GRU abolishes the response to glucocorticoids 

and,, therefore, concluded that these elements are all necessary for a full 

glucocorticoidd response 2. 

Too begin to address the question how a GRU works, it is necessary to 

delineatee the structural requirements with respect to positioning and spacing of the 

componentss of the unit. In this study, we addressed these questions by constructing 
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GRUss in which the sequence, mutual distance and configuration of the REs were 

altered.. These constructs were tested in transient-transfection assays to FTO-2B 

hepatomaa cells. We found that the sequence of the REs and their mutual distance 

greatlyy affected GRU activity. Like the other participating REs, mutation of the P3 site 

withinn the FoxA-GR spacer eliminated GRU activity, but the effects of this mutation 

couldd be overcome by decreasing the length of this spacer to < 12 basepairs, by 

optimisingg the sequence of the REs, and by replacing the P3 sequence with a 

C/EBPPP sequence, suggesting that P3 functions to facilitate the binding of TFs to the 

GRU.. These findings show that the spatial requirements of the relatively simple CPS 

GRUU are strict. 

METHODS METHODS 

Tissu ee cultur e 

Thee rat hepatoma cell line FTO-2B 8 and the monkey-kidney cell line COS-1 9 were 

maintainedd in DMEM/F12 medium (Invitrogen life technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) 

supplementedd with 10 % foetal calf serum at C and 5 % CO2. 

Transfectio nn of reporte r construct s 

Too determine the role of the architectural composition of the CPS GRU on its activity, 

modificationss were introduced into the GRU. All GRU constructs described in this 

paperr were cloned into the BamHI and Pstl sites of the pSPIuc+ vector (Promega, 

Madison,, Wl, USA). For this purpose, the pSPIuc+ reporter vector was modified by 

insertingg the bovine growth-hormon e polyA tail into the Xbal-EcoRV sites 

downstreamm of the luciferase gene, and the minimal promoter with the proximal 

enhancerr (-161 to -38) of the CPS gene into the Kpnl-Hindlll sites of the polylinker 

upstreamm of the luciferase gene. 

Too test these constructs, 20 ug of luciferase-reporter construct was co-

transfectedd with 2 ug pRL-CMV control DNA (Promega, Madison, Wl, USA) to 1-107 

FTO-2BB hepatoma cells by means of electroporation 10. Transfected cells were split 

intoo two equal parts and cultured in two 9.6 cm2 wells. 24 hours posttransfection the 

mediumm was replaced and the cells cultured for another 24 hours; in one of the two 

wellss this medium was supplemented with 100 nM dexamethasone (Centrafarm, 

Etten-Leur,, The Netherlands). Luciferase activity was measured using the dual-

luciferasee reporter assay system (Promega, Madison, Wl, USA) in an Autolumat plus 

(Berthold,, Vilvoorde, Belgium). Luciferase values were corrected for differences in 

transfectionn efficiency and between-session variation. To analyse the differences 
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betweenn constructs, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was employed. Results 

weree considered significantly different at p<0.05. 

Preparatio nn of nuclea r extract s fro m COS-1 cell s 

Usingg polyethyleneimine as transfection agent 11, COS-1 cells were transfected with 

C/EBPa-expressionn vector and cultured for two days. Cells were harvested and 

resuspendedd in lysis buffer (10 mM Tris pH 7.4; 15 mM NaCI; 60 mM KCI; 1 mM 

EDTA;; 0.1 mM EGTA; 0.1 % Triton X100; 150 mM sucrose; 0.15 mM spermine; 0.5 

mMM spermidine) precooled to . Nuclei were sedimented through a 1 M sucrose 

cushionn for 20 minutes at 1400g and resuspended in one volume of low salt buffer 

(200 mM HEPES, pH 7.9, 25 % glycerol, 1.5 mM MgCI2, 20 mM KCI, 0.2 mM EDTA, 

0.22 mM PMSF, 0.5 mM DTT). Nuclear proteins were extracted for 20 minutes at 4 C 

onn a tilt board by dropwise addition of one volume of high salt buffer (low-salt buffer, 

inn which the 20 mM KCI was substituted by 800 mM KCI). Following 2x 2 hours 

dialysiss against 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.9, 20 % glycerol, 100 mM KCI, 0.2 mM EDTA, 

0.22 mM PMSF, 0.5 mM DTT, frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 . 

Nuclea rr  extrac t preparatio n of rat live r 

Nuclearr extracts from rat livers were prepared according to the method of Sierra 12. 

Briefly,, nuclei were sedimented through a 2 M sucrose cushion. The nuclei were 

resuspendedd and lysed by addition of (NH4)2S04. The resulting precipitate of 

chromatinn was removed by centrifugation. Nuclear proteins were salted out by a 

furtherr increase in the (NH^SCU concentration. 

Too obtain a P3-enriched protein fraction, 20 mg nuclear extract was loaded on 

aa monoS HR 5/5 (Amersham biosciences, Little Chalfont, UK) cationic exchanger 

columnn using an LCC 501-plus FPLC (Amersham biosciences, Little Chalfont, UK). 

11 ml protein fractions were collected by eluting the column with buffer (10 % glycerol, 

200 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.01 % NP40) containing a gradient 

fromm 100 mM to 600 mM KCI. The resulting fractions were tested for the presence of 

P33 by EMSA analysis. 

Electrophoreti cc  mobilit y shif t assa y 

Too study protein-DNA interaction, a double-stranded DNA-probe was radiolabeled 

withh [a-32P]dATP using Klenow polymerase and purified on a Sephadex G50 spin 

columnn (Amersham Biotechnologies, Little Chalfont, UK). Each binding reaction 

containedd 10 ug nuclear extract, 20 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 1 ug poly(dl-dC)-poly(dl-dC), 
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100 % glycerol, 100 mM KCI in a final volume of 20 ul. Following 10 minutes 

preincubationn on ice, the probe was added (2-104 cpm) and complexes were allowed 

too form for 20 minutes on ice. To perform competition experiments cold (non)specific 

oligonucleotidess were added to the reaction mixture, whereas for supershift analysis, 

11 pi antiserum was added 15 minutes after commencing the binding reaction. The 

resultingg protein-DNA complexes were resolved on a 6 % polyacrylamide gel 

(acrylamide:bisacrylamide=29:1)) in 0.25 x TBE buffer at room temperature. Before 

loadingg the samples, gels were pre-run for 1 hour. Samples were loaded on gel 

withoutt the use of dye; a bromophenol blue reference was loaded in a separate lane. 

Followingg electrophoresis at 10 Vcm"1 until the bromophenol blue reference migrated 

twothirdd of the length of the gel, it was dried and exposed overnight to phosphorus 

screenn and analysed using a Storm 860 Phosphorlmager apparatus (Molecular 

Dynamics,, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). 

Antibodie s s 

Rabbitt polyclonal antibodies against C/EBPa (cat# sc-61) and C/EBPfi (cat# sc-746) 

weree purchased from Santa Cruz biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA, USA). 

South-wester nn blottin g 

Analysiss of protein-DNA interaction by South-western blotting was performed 

accordingg to the method of Labbé 13. 25 ug nuclear extract was mixed with 2x sample 

bufferr (125 mM Tris-HCI, pH 6.8, 4 % SDS, 0.1 % bromophenol blue, 20 % glycerol, 

andd 5 % (i-mercaptoethanol). The sample was loaded on a 9 % SDS-PAGE minigel 

andd electrophorised in Laemmli buffer (50 mM Tris base, 384 mM glycine, 1 % SDS, 

pHH 8.3) at 50 Volts until the bromophenol blue migrated off the gel. The gel was pre-

incubatedd in blotting buffer (25 mM Tris base, 192 mM glycine, pH 8.3) for 1 hour at 

CC to remove SDS. The proteins were transferred to Immobilon-PVDF membrane 

(Millipore,, Billerica, MA, USA) by electroblotting for three hours at 50 Volts. After 

renaturingg the proteins by incubation for 15 minutes in binding buffer (20 mM HEPES 

pHH 7.9, 5 mM MgCI2, 50 mM NaCI, 1 mM DTT), the membrane was incubated for 1 

hourr in blocking buffer (5 % non-fat dried milk powder, 0.01 % Tween-20 in binding 

buffer).. Binding was performed overnight by incubation in binding buffer (0.25 % non-

fatt dried milk powder, 0.01 % Tween-20 in binding buffer) containing the radiolabeled 

P33 probe at a concentration of 1*106 cpm per ml. The membrane was washed 2 

timess 20 minutes in binding buffer followed by 20 minutes in binding buffer. The blot 
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wass exposed to phosphorus screen and analysed using a Storm 860 

Phosphorlmagerr apparatus (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). 

RESULTS RESULTS 

Thee introductio n of thre e restrictio n site s in th e GRU doe s no t influenc e the 

activit y y 

Whenn reporter-gene constructs comprising different combinations of the minimal 

promoter,, the proximal enhancer, and the distal GRU enhancer were tested, we 

observedd no glucocorticoid response when only the proximal enhancer and the 

promoterr were present (Figure 1B, construct a). However, addition of the GRU 

renderedd the construct highly glucocorticoid-responsive (construct b). To facilitate 

modificationn of this GRU, three restriction enzyme-recognition sites were introduced 

byy modifying only one nucleotide per restriction site (Figure 1 A). 

a..  ctttcgagtcttgcaaaa t catcagtgtttgctct tt  gacaagttgaaaaaacaagttcatcagagcagtttgttc t  gttcagc a 

P3 3 

b.. c t t t c g a g t c t t g c a a a a t c a t g a c t g t t t g c t c tt g a c a t g t t g a a a a a a c a t g t t c a t c a g a g c a g t t t g t t c t i j t t c a g ca 
RcaRca I Aflm ,4)7 111 

C/EBPP FoxA 

i i v//////////////////////^^^^^^ v//////////////////////^^^^^^ 

\\ No Dex 

1000 nM Dex 

^ a n n 

Proximall Minimal 
enhancerr promoter 

5000 1000 

Luciferasee activity 

Figur ee 1. The introductio n of restrictio n site s in the GRU does not affec t GRU activity . To 

facilitatee cloning, restriction sites were introduced into the GRU. Panel A shows the nucleotide 

sequencee of the CPS GRU and the response elements therein (a), as well as the modified GRU upon 

thee introduction of restriction sites (b). The triangles indicate the positions of the point mutations. The 

GRUU constructs were cloned upstream of the minimal promoter and proximal enhancer of the CPS 

gene.. These reporter-gene constructs were transiently transfected to FTO-2B hepatoma cells and 

inducedd with glucocorticoids for 24 hours. The reporter-gene activities, measured in the resulting 

lysates,, are presented as mean luciferase values (+ SEM). The asterisk indicates significantly different 

results.. The data show that the combination of proximal enhancer and minimal promoter does not 

resultt in a strong activity increase when induced by glucocorticoids relative to the basal activity (Panel 

B,, construct a). In contrast, both the parent and the modified GRUs exhibit a similarly high level of 

activityy when cultured in presence of glucocorticoids (Panel B, constructs b, c). 
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Transfectionn experiments to FTO-2B hepatoma cells showed that these mutations 

didd not affect the activity in response to glucocorticoids (Figure 1B, construct c). 

AA specifi c arrangemen t of GRU element s is require d fo r a glucocorticoi d 

respons e e 

Whenn we inverted the orientation of the GRU, we observed a 2.5-fold decrease in 

transcriptionall activity (Figure 2, construct b). Because C/EBP and GR bind their REs 

ass dimers 14;15, it is likely that their activity is independent of their orientation. In 

contrast,, FoxA binds as a monomer. We, therefore, tested the possibility of a FoxA 

orientation-dependentt glucocorticoid response. Inversion of the FoxA orientation 

withinn the GRU indeed led to a 4.5-fold reduction in reporter-gene activity (Figure 2, 

constructt c). We also tested whether the GRU REs are restricted to specific positions 

withinn the GRU by displacing the REs. Displacement of the C/EBP RE downstream 

off the GRE resulted in a strongly reduced activity in response to glucocorticoids 

(Figuree 2, constructs d). Together, these data indicate that the arrangement of the 

REss is crucial for GRU activity. 

GRE E 
C/EBPP FoxA 

a.. Wild type Êk k 

3hO 3hO 
da3/o o 

VXOd d 
8 8 

GRE E 
C/EBP P 

VXOd d 

C/EBP P 

w////////////////Mzm w////////////////Mzm 

1 1 W///////MA W///////MA 

I I W////M\-W////M\-

^m-\ ^m-\ 

Noo Dex 
1000 nM Dex 

5000 1000 

Luciferasee activity 

1500 0 

Figur ee 2. The specifi c arrangemen t of GRU element s is importan t for the glucocorticoi d 

response .. The effect of a different GRU arrangement on glucocorticoid-dependent transcription was 

testedd by transient transfections to FTO-2B hepatoma cells. Modified GRUs were placed upstream of 

thee proximal enhancer and minimal promoter. After 24 hours induction with or without glucocorticoids, 

celll lysates were prepared. Luciferase values are presented as the mean (  SEM) of at least four 

experiments.. The asterisk indicates significantly different results. The data show that inversion of the 

GRUU reduces the activity 2.5-fold (b), whereas inversion of only the FoxA site reduces the activity 

3-foldd (c). Displacement of the C/EBP-response element downstream of the FoxA- and GR-binding 

sitess (d) reduces the activity 3-fold. 
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Eliminatio nn of the C/EBP-Fox A space r increase s GRU activit y 

Thee rotational phasing of a transcription factor on the DNA helix can affect its 

functionn 16;1?. Since a functional GRU is highly dependent on the presence of C/EBP3 

andd its position relative to the FoxA and GR REs (Figure 2), we tested whether the 

distancee between the GRU elements or their helical orientation affects the 

glucocorticoidd response. When two or three helical turns (20 and 30 basepairs 

respectively)) were added to the spacer between the C/EBP and FoxA-response 

elementss (Figure 3, constructs e, f),, activity was comparable to the wild-type 

constructt (Figure 3, construct c). When half a helical turn was added to this region, 

GRUU activity also remained unaffected (construct d). However, when the spacer 

betweenn the C/EBP and FoxA elements was gradually eliminated, GRU activity 

increasedd 2-fold (constructs a and b). 

% % 

c.. wild type 

d. . 

mh^Hitt i 

261 1 

mm.wm^-imm^mm.wmim^m.m mm.wm^-imm^mm.wmim^m.m 

mamimmmim.mmi'&iA mamimmmim.mmi'&iA 

#*MM M 

C/EBP P 
36J J 

FoxA A GRE E 

'mm.vfmt.'zmA 'mm.vfmt.'zmA 

mm.mmtosm mm.mmtosm 

mm.mtm.mmm.mtm.m ns Noo Dex 
1000 nM Dex 

5000 100 0 150 0 200 0 250 0 300 0 350 0 400 0 450 0 

Luciferasee activity 

Figur ee 3. The effect s of variabl e space r lengt h betwee n the C/EBP and FoxA-bindin g site s in 

thee GRU. A series of GRU constructs was made with deletions or additional insertions between the 

C/EBPP and FoxA REs. These modified GRUs were placed upstream of the proximal enhancer and 

minimall promoter of the CPS gene and tested in transient transfection to FTO-2B hepatoma cells. 

Afterr 24 hours treatment with or without glucocorticoids cells were lysed and luciferase values were 

measured.. The results are expressed as the mean (  SEM) of at least four experiments. Shortening 

thee C/EBP-FoxA spacer (a, b) significantly increased the activity relative to the parent construct (c), 

whereass increasing the distance had no effect (constructs d, e, f). 
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Thee FoxA-GR E distanc e is critica ll  fo r GRU activit y 

Ass shown in Figure 1A, the FoxA and GR REs are separated by a 25-basepairs 

regionn that harbours a binding site for an unknown protein, denoted P3 3. When this 

elementt was mutated, GRU activity was all but eliminated (Figure 4, construct i). The 

effectss of this mutation could be overcome overcome by reducing the spacing 

betweenn the FoxA and GR REs to 12 basepairs (Figure 4, constructs e-h). 

Interestingly,, the length of the FoxA-GR spacer rather than the sequence mattered 

oncee the FoxA-GR spacer was 12 basepairs (Figure 4, constructs e and f). 
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Figur ee 4. Bot h the distanc e and sequenc e of the regio n betwee n the FoxA and GR REs 

influenc ee the glucocorticoi d response . A series of GRU constructs was made with deletions or 

additionall insertions between the FoxA and GR REs. Modified GRUs were tested in conjunction with 

thee proximal enhancer and the minimal promoter by transfection to FTO-2B hepatoma cells (Panel A). 

Thee asterisks indicate that results are significantly different from construct f. The curved line indicates 

thee helical expression profile with respect to the distance between the FoxA and GR REs. The 

triangless indicate the positions of the point mutations. Panel B shows the sequence of the respective 

spacerr sequences. Italic characters represent nucleotides deviating from the wild type sequence. 
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Whenn the spacer used in construct e was further shortened (Figure 4, constructs b-

d),, activity became dependent on the remaining length of the spacer. Removal of a 

halff or 1.2 helical turns (constructs d and b, respectively) decreased activity to 40% 

andd 50%, respectively, but removal of one complete helical turn did not significantly 

decreasee activity (construct c). These data show that an intact P3-binding site is only 

requiredd if the distance between the two REs is 25 basepairs and that the positions of 

FoxAA and GR binding in the DNA helix do matter if less than 2 helical turns separate 

thesee sites. 

Optimisatio nn of the GRU respons e element s increase s activit y and eliminate s 

dependenc ee on P3 

Whenn the CPS GRE was replaced by an optimised palindromic GRE, the C/EBP RE 

byy a sequence selected for high affinity binding 18 and the FoxA-binding site by a 

consensuss sequence 19, GRU activity increased 1.4-fold (Figure 5, construct a). 

C/EBPP FoxA GRE E 

25 5 

66 7 

c . ^ 6 , ^ 1 22 Ü 

d . € H S 6 ^ 2 5 5 

r r 
Wildtypee REs + 100 nM Dex 
Optimisedd REs +100 nM Dex 

10000 1500 2000 

Luciferasee activity 

Figur ee 5. Optimisatio n of the GRU REs increase s the glucocorticoi d response . GRU-variants, 

differingg in the length of the FoxA-GRE spacer, were modified into GRUs with optimised REs. The 

GREE was replaced by a palindromic GRE (AGAACAnnnTGTTCT) that has a high affinity for GR 20. 

Thee C/EBP REs were replaced by a sequence selected for optimal binding (ATTGCGTAAT)18, while 

thee FoxA RE was replaced by a consensus FoxA site (TATTGACTTAG)19. The resulting GRUs were 

placedd upstream of the proximal enhancer and minimal promoter of the CPS gene, and were 

transientlyy transfected to FTO-2B hepatoma cells. Following 24 hours induction with glucocorticoids, 

luciferasee values were measured in the cell lysates. Shown are the mean luciferase values (+ SEM). 
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Whenn the same optimising modifications of the REs were introduced in the construct 

containingg the inactivating P3 mutation (Figure 5, construct d), GRU activity 

increasedd 9-fold compared to the same construct carrying the native RE sequences 

andd became similar to that containing an intact P3 and optimised REs {Figure 5, 

comparee constructs a and d). Optimisation of the REs can, therefore, also 

compensatee for loss of P3. When the length of the FoxA-GR spacer exceeded 25 

basepairs,, optimisation of the REs still increased GRU activity (Figure 5, construct e), 

butt not to that of the P3-containing sequence. When we tested the effect of the 

optimisedd REs at FoxA-GR spacer lengths of 7 and 12 basepairs (Figure 5, 

constructss b and c), GRU activity increased 1.8-1.9-fold with respect to the 

correspondingg parent constructs, with preservation of the distance effects observed 

withh the parent constructs. It thus seems that optimising the GRU REs can 

compensatee for loss of a functional P3-binding site, but leaves the activity of the GRU 

dependentt on the helical positioning of the FoxA and GRE elements. 

AA C/EBPB RE can functionall y substitut e for the P3 RE 

Sincee a 7 base-pairs substitution in the middle of the P3-binding region completely 

inactivatedd the GRU (Figure 6, construct b), we modified fewer nucleotides. The 

replacementt of the 3 nucleotides shown in Figure 6, construct c reduced hormone-

inducedd GRU activity to 40% of the parent construct (construct a). A transcription 

factorr search showed similarity of this P3-binding region with the consensus C/EBPIJ 

bindingg site. When we altered the P3 element into a consensus C/EBPfi-binding site, 

GRUU activity increased 3-fold relative to the wild-type GRU (Figure 6, construct d). 

Thee hypothesis that the enhanced activity was due to C/EBPfi binding to the 

modified-P33 element was confirmed in an EMSA with C/EBPft-enhched nuclear 

extractss of COS-1 cells (Figure 7). A specific protein-DNA complex was formed when 

thee wild type or C/EBPfJ-modifled P3 element were incubated with C/EBPft-enriched 

COS-11 nuclear extract (Figure 7, lanes 2, 5). However, upon addition of C/EBPfi-

specificc antibodies, a supershift is seen only with the C/EBP probe (lane 6), but not 

withh the P3 probe (lane 3), demonstrating that the C/EBPft-consensus sequence 

doess bind C/EBPB protein, whereas the P3 RE does not. Altogether, these results 

indicatee that the P3 site is no C/EBPft RE, but can be functionally replaced by a 

C/EBPÜÜ RE. 
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Figur ee 6. The P3 RE can be functionall y substitute d by a C/EBP RE. Specific mutations (indicated 

byy the triangles) were introduced in the P3-binding region of the GRU to render P3 mutants and a 

constructt in which the P3 RE is altered into a consensus C/EBPp RE. These GRUs were placed 

upstreamm of the proximal enhancer and minimal promoter of the CPS gene, and were transfected to 

FTO-2BB hepatoma cells. After 24 hours induction with glucocorticoids, reporter-gene expression was 

measuredd in the cell lysates. The results are presented as mean luciferase values (  SEM). Shown 

aree the effects (panel A) and the sequence (panel B) of the wild-type P3 sequence and mutants 

thereof.. Construct a is used to facilitate cloning and does not significantly differ from the wild-type 

construct.. Mutations that render the GRU inactive are shown in constructs b and c, whereas the 

sequencee of the C/EBPp-binding site that increases the activity of the GRU is shown in construct d. 
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Figur ee 7. P3 is not a C/EBPB-bindin g site . Supershift assays were performed using either the PS-

bindingg region or the consensus C/EBPfS sequence as probe. The probes were incubated with 

C/EBPfi-enrichedd COS-1 nuclear extract. To induce a supershift, C/EBPfi-specific antibodies were 

addedd to the samples. Both probes give rise to a protein-DNA complex when incubated with nuclear 

extractt (lanes 2 and 5). Addition of C/EBPfi-specific antibodies did supershift the C/EBPfi protein-DNA 

complexx (lane 6), but not the P3 protein-DNA complex (lane 3). 

AA 75-kDa protei n interact s wit h the P3-bindin g sequenc e 

Ratt liver nuclear extract was fractionated on a monoS cationic-exchanger column 

andd assayed with EMSAs for protein fractions that contained or were devoid of the 

P33 protein. Using these fractions, we performed South-western blotting to 

preliminarilyy identify the protein that specifically interacts with the P3 element. With 

liverr nuclear extract, a protein of about 75 kDa was found to interact with the 

radiolabeledd P3-binding sequence (Figure 8, lane 1). The same result was found for 

aa P3-containing protein fraction (lane 3), whereas a P3-negative fraction (lane 2) did 

nott show any signal. 
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Figur ee 8. Identificatio n of the protei n 

thatt  interact s wit h the P3 sit e by 

South-wester nn blo t analysis . Crude 

andd partially purified rat-liver nuclear 

extractss were resolved on a 9 % SDS-

PAGEE gel and transferred to PVDF 

membrane.. Following renaturation of the 

proteins,, the blot was incubated with 

radiolabeledd P3 probe. The positions of 

thee molecular size markers are indicated. 

Thee liver nuclear extract contains a 

proteinn migrating at 75 kDa that is able of 

bindingg the P3 sequence (lane 1). A PS-

positivee mono-S fraction contains the 

samee protein (lane 3), whereas a PS-

negativee mono-S protein fraction lacked 

thiss P3-binding protein (lane 2). 

DISCUSSION DISCUSSION 

Thee present study shows that the functionally important elements of the CPS GRU 

aree the binding sites for the GR and the accessory proteins FoxA and C/EBP. The 

CPSS GRU is, therefore, one of the simplest GRUs described. Although the 

experimentss also showed that the P3 site was essential for GRU activity in its wild-

typee configuration, we identified 3 modifications that rendered the GRU independent 

off P3. This finding suggests that P3's function is not necessary to make an efficient 

GRU,, but serves to facilitate the formation of an active DNA-protein complex on the 

CPSS GRU. The finding that the CPS GRU loses a large part of its transactivating 

activityy when placed in the inversed orientation before the CPS promoter (Figure 2, 

constructt b) is at first glance incompatible with the definition of enhancers as 

regulatoryy regions that can activate transcription from a promoter independent of 

theirr orientation 21. However, we did not observe a dependence on orientation when 

aa larger fragment comprising the GRU was tested 22, which suggests that this 

dependencee of GRU activity on its orientation is caused by the close proximity of the 

GRUU to the promoter. 

Thee architectural composition of the GRU of the periportally expressed 

enzymee phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PEPCK)23 has been studied in detail 
24.. The components of the PEPCK GRU have to be in a defined positioning relative to 

47.55 kDa 
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eachh other, since swapping the HNF4/C0UP-TF (AF1) and FoxA <AF2) or the FoxA 

(AF2)) and COUP-TF (AF3) REs results in a 2-fold decrease in GRU activity 25. For 

CPS,, the order of the REs in the GRU appears to be even more important, as 

displacementt the C/EBP-binding site downstream of the FoxA and GR REs reduced 

thee glucocorticoid-inducible activity 4.5-fold. In addition to the order of the respective 

responsee elements, the distance between them may also be of importance, because 

itt presumably affects the ability of the proteins occupying the elements to mutually 

interact.. Our data show that the activity of the GRU increases with decreasing 

distancee between the C/EBP- and FoxA-binding sites. The increase in GRU activity 

thatt accompanies the approximation of the C/EBP and FoxA REs suggests an 

interactionn of C/EBP with one of the other transcription factors that bind to the GRU. 

WeWe also tested the effects of spacing of the C/EBP and FoxA REs in the absence of 

aa functional P3 RE (leaving 12 basepairs between the FoxA and GR REs), but the 

resultss were similar to the data obtained with an intact P3 site (data not shown). The 

effectt of shortening of the C/EBP-FoxA spacer is, therefore, not dependent on a 

functionall P3 site, implying that C/EBP does not interact directly with P3 or GR. Most 

probably,, therefore, the increase in activity that accompanies the approximation of 

thee C/EBP and FoxA sites results from an interaction between these two proteins. 

Becausee one helical turn is 10 basepairs and the length of the core C/EBP and FoxA 

REss is 10 and 11 basepairs, respectively, the transcription factors are located on the 

samee side of the helix when the distance between the core elements is 1 basepair 

(thee most active configuration). It is thus conceivable that the observed increase in 

activityy when these two elements are closer apposed, is the result of better alignment 

off the transcription factors on the DNA-helix. 

Thee spacing between the FoxA and GRE sites was also critical for GRU 

activity.. In the absence of P3, the GRU is most active when the distance between the 

twoo binding sites was 2 or 12 basepairs, the difference representing one helical turn 

off the DNA. This finding also implies that the position of FoxA and GR on the DNA 

helixx is important. At 25 basepairs, however, P3 became necessary to ensure activity 

off the GRU. P3 was, however, redundant at this spacer length when the REs of the 

CPSS GRU were modified into high-affinity elements, but this modification was no 

longerr effective at greater spacer lengths. These findings suggest that P3 functions 

too facilitate interaction between the FoxA and GR-response elements at a distance 

wheree they have difficulties contacting each other. A strict requirement with respect 

too FoxA-GRE spacing is also observed in the PEPCK gene 25. The 18 basepairs that 

separatee the FoxA-binding site (AF2) from GRE1 in this gene are critical for a full 
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glucocorticoidd response, with insertion of an additional helical turn decreasing 

expressionn levels. 

Ourr results show that the CPS GRU is not maximally compact in the wild-type 

configuration.. Instead, our data suggest that by reducing the C/EBP-FoxA spacer to 

11 basepair and the FoxA-GRE spacer to 2 basepairs (no P3), a unit would be 

generatedd that is very active, very responsive to glucocorticoids, very small, and very 

simplee since it only comprises three response elements. Clearly, a compact GRU 

doess not need P3 for activity, since P3 is redundant at a FoxA-GRE distance of 2 and 

122 basepairs and when the other GRU REs are replaced by optimal REs. The 

question,, therefore, emerges why P3 is integrated into this unit. Since the sequence 

off the GRU REs and the distance between the FoxA and GR REs have evolved in 

suchh a way that it allows the CPS GRU to be regulated by P3, it is probable that 

properr regulation of the wild type GRU requires the interplay of all four transcription 

factors.. To fully understand P3 function, it is necessary to establish its identity. DNA-

sequencee analysis suggested that P3 could be a C/EBPft-binding site. When we 

testedd this possibility by altering the P3 sequence into a consensus C/EBPli site, we 

foundd a 3-fold increase in the glucocorticoid-induced activity. However, using 

supershiftt assays, we found that C/EBPR. could not bind the wild-type P3 region. 

Althoughh P3 has resisted the elucidation of its identity so far, our South-western 

analysiss indicates that it is a 75-kDa protein. 

Ourr results have given new insights into how GRUs work. GRUs are not just 

clusterss of REs that are endpoints of regulatory pathways. Instead, the sequence, 

orientation,, and spacing of the participating REs are all crucial parameters for a 

GRU'ss effectivity. 
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ABSTRACT ABSTRACT 

Ass part of the urea cycle, carbamoylphosphate synthetase (CPS) converts toxic 

ammoniaa resulting from amino-acid catabolism into urea. Liver-specific and 

glucocorticoid-dependentt expression of the gene involves a distal enhancer, a 

promoter-proximall enhancer, and the minimal promoter itself. When challenged with 

glucocorticoids,, the glucocorticoid-responsive unit (GRU) in the distal enhancer of the 

carbamoylphosphate-synthetasee gene can only activate gene expression if, in 

additionn to the minimal promoter, the proximal enhancer is present. Here, we identify 

andd characterise two elements in the proximal CPS enhancer that are involved in 

glucocorticoid-dependentt gene activation mediated by the GRU. A purine-rich stretch 

formingg a so-called GAGA-box and a glucocorticoid-response element (GRE) are 

bothh crucial for the efficacy of the GRU and appear to constitute a promoter-proximal 

responsee unit that activates the promoter. 
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INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION 

Inn the liver, the mitochondrial enzyme carbamoylphosphate synthetase I (CPS; E.C. 

6.3.4.16)) is a key enzyme in the ornithine cycle, which functions to convert toxic 

ammoniaa resulting from amino-acid degradation into urea 1. Apart from liver, CPS is 

onlyy expressed in the enterocytes of the small intestine 2, where it plays a key role in 

thee synthesis of citrulline. 

Thee regulatory regions for hepatic CPS expression reside within a minimal 

promoterr region containing the TATA-box, a 123-basepairs proximal enhancer (-161 

too -38), and in a 469-basepairs distal enhancer located 6.3 kb upstream of the 

transcription-startt site (Figure 1, panel A). The proximal enhancer contains three 

C/EBP-likee sequences and a 28-basepairs purine-rich stretch forming a so-called 

GAGA-boxx 3;4. The 469-basepairs distal enhancer can activate tissue-specific and 

hormone-sensitivee gene transcription in conjunction with the proximal enhancer and 

minimall promoter5. An 80-basepairs subregion of the 469-basepairs distal enhancer 

relayss about 50% of this tissue-specific and hormone-sensitive expression. This 

regionn contains binding sites for the ubiquitously expressed glucocorticoid receptor 

(GR),, the liver-enriched transcription factors CCAAT/enhancer binding protein 

(C/EBP),, forkhead box A (FoxA/HNF3), and an unknown protein denoted P3 6. Since 

mutationn of either of these transcription factor- binding sites abolishes the 

glucocorticoidd response, this 80-basepairs region forms a glucocorticoid-responsive 

unit(GRU). . 

Enhancerr elements often function to provide spatio-temporal activation of 

genee promoters, the activity of which is otherwise weak 7. In most instances, 

however,, the specificity of this interaction depends on the ability of the enhancer to 

physicallyy communicate with the autologous promoter. For instance, in the 

a-fetoproteinn promoter a promoter-coupling element is essential for linking its distal 

enhancerss to the promoter 8. Many enhancers have been shown to function with 

heterologouss promoters, but to a much lesser extent than with their autologous 

promoterr 9. This is apparent in the regulation of CPS expression, where the 

469-basepairss distal CPS enhancer shows a reduced hormonal inducibility when 

placedd in front of the thymidine kinase (TK) or minimal CPS promoter 5, and cannot 

activatee transcription from the Drosophila heatshock protein-70 gene promoter (HSP) 
10.. This implies that additional regulatory sequences are required that are lacking in 

thesee heterologous promoters. 

Inn this study, we show that the CPS proximal enhancer fulfils the role of 

relayingg the activating signal of the GRU onto the transcription machinery. We 
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furthermoree evaluate the role of the individual response elements in the proximal 

enhancerr of the CPS gene. The GAGA-box and a newly identified proximal GRE are 

indispensable,, whereas the C/EBP-like sequences in the proximal enhancer do not 

contributee to reporter gene activation in response to glucocorticoids. 

METHODS METHODS 

Tissu ee cultur e 

FTO-2BB rat hepatoma cells 11 and COS-1 cells 12 were grown in DMEM/F12 medium 

Invitrogenn life technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA), supplemented with 10% foetal calf 

serum,, in a 5% CO2 atmosphere at . FTO-2B cells have constitutive protein 

kinasee A activity because of an absence of the regulatory Rla subunit13. 

Oligonucleotide ss and plasmid s 

Alll constructs described in this paper were cloned into the vector pSPIuc+ (Promega, 

Madison,, Wl, USA), containing the bovine growth-hormone polyA tail in between the 

Xbal-EcoRVV sites downstream of the luciferase gene. Subsequently, the minimal 

promoterr with or without the proximal enhancer was inserted into the Kpnl-Hindlll 

sitess of the polylinker. GRU constructs were cloned into the BamHI and Pstl sites 

directlyy upstream of the minimal promoter or proximal enhancer when present. 

Transfection s s 

1-1077 FTO-2B hepatoma cells were electrotransfected with 20 pg of tester plasmid 

DNAA and 2 ug pRL-CMV (Promega, Madison, Wl, USA) to correct for differences in 

transfectionn efficiency 14. Transfected cells were split into two equal parts and 

culturedd in two 9.6 cm2 wells. 24 hours posttransfection the medium was replaced 

andd cultured for another 24 hours; in one of the two wells this medium was 

supplementedd with 100 nM dexamethasone (Centrafarm, Etten-Leur, The 

Netherlands).. Luciferase activity was measured using the dual-luciferase reporter 

assayy system (Promega, Madison, USA) in an Autolumat plus (Berthold, Vilvoorde, 

Belgium).. Luciferase values were corrected for differences in transfection efficiency 

andd between-session variation. Transfection results are presented as means of at 

leastt four experiments and their SEM. Fold induction is given as the ratio between 

glucocorticoid-inducedd and basal reporter gene expression. To analyse the 

differencess between constructs, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was 

employed.. Results that are significantly different (p<0.05) from the wild-type GRU in 
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conjunctionn with the proximal enhancer and minimal promoter are marked by an 

asterisk. . 

Preparatio nn of nuclea r extract s fro m COS-1 cell s 

COS-11 cells were transfected with expression vectors for C/EBPa using 

polyethyleneiminee as transfection agent 15. Two days posttransfection, cells were 

harvestedd and resuspended in lysis buffer (10 mM Tris pH 7.4; 15 mM NaCI; 60 mM 

KCI;; 1 mM EDTA; 0.1 mM EGTA; 0.1% Triton X100; 150 mM sucrose; 0.15 mM 

spermine;; 0.5 mM spermidine) precooled to . Nuclei were sedimented through a 

11 M sucrose cushion for 20 minutes at 1400g and resuspended in one volume of low 

saltt buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.9, 25% glycerol, 1.5 mM MgCI2, 20 mM KCI, 0.2 mM 

EDTA,, 0.2 mM PMSF, 0.5 mM DTT). After resuspension, one volume of high salt 

bufferr (low-salt buffer, in which the 20 mM KCI was substituted by 800 mM KCI) was 

addedd drop-wise, and the nuclei were extracted by incubation for 20 minutes at 4 C 

onn a tilt board. The extract was dialysed against 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.9, 20% 

glycerol,, 100 mM KCI, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.2 mM PMSF, 0.5 mM DTT, frozen in liquid 

nitrogenn and stored at -80 . 

Antibodie ss and GR DNA-bindin g Domain 

Rabbitt polyclonal antibodies against C/EBPa (cat# sc-61) were purchased from 

Santaa Cruz biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA, USA). The GR DNA-binding domain was 

kindlyy provided by Dr. K.R. Yamamoto, San Francisco, CA, USA. 

Electrophoreti cc  mobility-shif t assay 

Complexess of protein and labeled DNA were resolved on a 6% polyacrylamide gel 

(acrylamide:bisacrylamide=29:1)) in 0.25x TBE buffer (1x TBE: 45 mM Tris, 45 mM 

boricc acid, 1 mM EDTA) at room temperature. Before loading the samples, gels were 

pre-runn for 1 hour. The probe was radiolabeled using a PCR with [<x-32P]dATP and 

purifiedd over a Qiaquick column (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). After digestion to 

removee sequences flanking the response element (RE), the probe was purified using 

aa Sephadex G50 column. Each binding reaction contained 10 ug nuclear extract, 

200 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 1 ug poly(dl-dC)poly(dl-dC), 10% glycerol, 100 mM KCI in a 

finall volume of 20 pi. After 10 minutes preincubation, the probe was added (2-104 

cpm)) and complexes were allowed to form for 20 minutes. For C/EBP, this incubation 

stepp was conducted on ice, whereas for GR, this was performed at room 

temperature.. To perform competition experiments, cold (non-)specific 
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oligonucleotidess were added to the reaction mixture, whereas for supershift analyses, 

11 pi antiserum was added 15 minutes after commencing the binding reaction. 

Sampless were loaded on gel without the use of dye. Following electrophoresis at 

100 Vcm" 1 until the bromophenol blue reference migrated two-third the length of the 

gel,, it was dried and exposed overnight to phosphorus screen and analysed using a 

Stormm 860 Phosphorlmager apparatus (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). 

RESULTS RESULTS 

Thee proxima l enhance r is essentia l fo r the GRU-mediate d glucocorticoid -

respons e e 

Too establish which regulatory regions of the CPS gene are required for 

glucocorticoid-mediatedd gene expression, we tested combinations of these regions in 

luciferase-reporterr constructs. 

B. . 

-12kbp p 

A. . 

-6kbp p 

-CREE CIEBP(UI) C/EBP(III> GRE(II) --.. 
fOKA(l)) GRE(I) FOXA(II) j I M f l FoxA(lll) Luciferase e 

GRU U 
C/EBP-likee GAGA TATA 

Proximall Minimal 
enhancerr promoter 

GRU U Proximal l 
enhancer r 

Minimal l 
promoter r 

Noo Dex 

1 0 0 n MM Dex 

w/mmmmmwMmza w/mmmmmwMmza 

Fold d 
induction n 

1 1 

54 4 

0 0 150000 0 500000 100000 

Luciferasee activity 

Figur ee 1. Bot h the proxima l and dista l enhancer s of the CPS gene are require d for 

glucocorticoid-dependen tt  transcription . A scheme of the regulatory regions of the CPS gene is 

shownn in panel A. Panel B shows the data from transient transfections into FTO-2B hepatoma cells 

afterr 24 hours induction with glucocorticoids (+SEM). The asterisk indicates significant differences 

relativee to construct d. The data show that the minimal promoter alone is inactive (a). Neither the 

proximall enhancer (b) nor the distal GRU (c) alone can mediate a glucocorticoid response from the 

minimall promoter. Only the combination of the GRU, the proximal enhancer and the minimal promoter 

(d)) does mediate a strong glucocorticoid response. 
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Transientt transfection of the minimal promoter or the minimal promoter in conjunction 

withh the proximal enhancer did not generate any reporter-gene expression (Figure 1, 

constructss a, b). Construct c shows that the GRU was not able of activating reporter 

genee expression from the minimal promoter. Only the combination of the three 

regulatoryy units was able to drive reporter-gene expression when induced with 

glucocorticoids.. (Figure 1, construct d). These data thus show that the proximal 

enhancerr contains sequences that are essential for relaying the activating signal of 

thee GRU onto the promoter. 

C/EBP-lik ee sequence s in th e proxima l enhance r do no t contribut e to 

glucocorticoid-mediate dd reporter-gen e expressio n 

Too determine which elements in the rat CPS proximal enhancer are required for the 

activityy of the GRU, we optimised and mutated putative response elements in the 

proximall enhancer. 

Proximal l 
enhancer r 

V//////////////^///////////////MMiS, V//////////////^///////////////MMiS, 

V//////S//////%///////////77777V//////S//////%///////////77777( ( '//////////AVA&VA '//////////AVA&VA 

V//////////;///?//;////////////;///////////////A>»>^ V//////////;///?//;////////////;///////////////A>»>^ 

?///////////////S///S////////////;//////////M^ ?///////////////S///S////////////;//////////M^ 

W////////////?(///At///MM>?f?mn W////////////?(///At///MM>?f?mn 

Noo Dex 
1000 nM Dex 

Fold d 
induction n 

54 4 

20 0 

38 8 

51 1 

57 7 

00 50000 100000 150000 
Luciferasee activity 

200000 0 

Figur ee 2. The C/EBP-lik e sequence s in the proxima l enhance r have no influenc e on a GRU-

mediate dd glucocorticoi d response . C/EBP-like sequences (hatched ovals) in the proximal enhancer 

weree either replaced by optimal C/EBP sequences (spotted ovals) or mutated (indicated by a cross). 

Thesee modified proximal enhancers were cloned between the distal GRU and minimal promoter of the 

CPSS gene in luciferase-reporter constructs. The DNA constructs were transiently transfected to 

FTO-2BB hepatoma cells. After 24 hours induction with glucocorticoids, luciferase values were 

measured.. Neither optimisation (b) nor inactivation by mutation of the C/EBP-binding sequences in the 

proximall enhancer (c, d, e) resulted in a significantly different activity compared to the parent construct 

(a). . 
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Optimisationn of the C/EBP-like sequences in the proximal enhancer by replacing 

themm all with a C/EBP sequence selected for optimal binding 16 increased the activity 

inn response to glucocorticoids only by 1.4-fold. (Figure 2, constructs a and b). Basal 

activityy was also increased, causing the fold-induction to be lower in this construct. 

Sincee the moderate effect of optimisation of the C/EBP-like response elements could 

bee due to their already near-optimal sequence, we mutated these sites. Whereas 

suchh mutations lowered basal activity, they did not lead to a significant decrease in 

glucocorticoid-inducedd activity, irrespective of whether one, two, or all three C/EBP 

sitess were mutated (Figure 2, constructs c, d, e). These C/EBP-like sequences, 

therefore,, have a limited effect on basal activity, but do not play any role in the GRU-

mediatedd gene activation by glucocorticoids. 

S33 C/EBP probe 

C/EBPaa extract ++ + 

B. . S33 C/EBP probe 

Competitor:: C/EBP pCPS C/EBPmut pCPS 

C/EBPaa antiserum 

supershiftt — 

specificc complex — 

T T a.. b. c. d. e. f. 

freee probe 

specific c 
complexx - • | 

freee probe 

%% intensity 100 19 12 100 108 106 

Figur ee 3. Mutatio n of the C/EBP sequenc e in the proxima l enhance r abolishe s C/EBP binding . 

Mobility-shiftt assays with wild type and mutated C/EBP-like binding sites were conducted. The S3 

C/EBP-bindingg site of the TAT gene (tgttggacatggggaaactttcag) was labeled and incubated with a 

C/EBPa-enrichedd COS-cell nuclear extract. The complex was separated on a native polyacrylamide 

gel.. Incubation together with 0.5 ul C/EBPa antiserum gave rise to a supershift (Panel A). Panel B 

showss a competition experiment in which 0, 0.1, or 1 pmol ds competitor DNA was added to the 

reactionn mixture. The numbers at the bottom of the gel indicate the intensity of the specific complex 

relativee to the sample without competitor. The wild type C/EBP-like sequence in the proximal enhancer 

(gtccattggaacatctctt ) competes with the S3 C/EBP oligonucleotide for C/EBP-binding (Panel B, lanes 

a,, b, c), whereas the mutated C/EBP-binding site (gtccagtacgcagtctct) did not (Panel B, lanes d, e, f). 
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Too assure that the mutations in the C/EBP-like sequences indeed prevented 

bindingg of C/EBP, we analysed protein-DNA interactions of these elements with 

C/EBPa-enrichedd nuclear extract in mobility-shift assays. The radiolabeled S3 C/EBP 

REE from the tyrosine aminotransferase (TAT) gene 17 specifically bound C/EBPa, as 

shownn by the supershift in the presence of C/EBP antibodies (Figure 3, panel A). The 

EMSAA in Figure 3 shows that the wild-type C/EBP-like sequence from the proximal 

enhancerr competed efficiently with the S3 C/EBP probe for protein binding, whereas 

thee mutated C/EBP probe did not (Figure 3, panel B). These data demonstrate that 

ourr mutations of the C/EBP-like sequences severely impair C/EBP binding and 

underscoree our earlier conclusion that C/EBP plays no role in GRU-mediated gene 

activation. . 

Thee proxima l enhance r contain s a GRE tha t is indispensabl e fo r the GRU-

mediate dd glucocorticoi d respons e 

AA transcription factor-database search identified two putative GREs in the proximal 

enhancer,, sandwiched between the three C/EBP-like sequences (Figure 4, panel A). 

C/EBPP I 

Consensuss GRE: GGTACAII nnTGTTCT 

GRE22 C/EBP II GRE1 

catgatt t t 

gtactaaac _ _ 

aa :aggaga a \ gtgccattt g ztaz 

qq tqtcctct t 

gttgc aa a c 

ctcggtaaa cc  laatacaacq t  |  tq . 

tqtatg aa catcf t  ̂ c a 

acatac tt  gtacagg t 

C/EBPP I 
i tt  ggaacatctl c tggacatca g 

aaa ccttgtaga b acctgtagt c 

Proximall enhancer 
promoter r 

5000 00 10000 0 

Luciferasee activity 
150000 0 

Figur ee 4. The putativ e GREs in the proxima l enhance r are require d for the GRU-mediate d 

glucocorticoi dd response . Panel A indicates the location of the two putative GREs in the proximal 

enhancer.. To test the functionality of these REs, mutations were introduced into these REs. The 

endogenouss GRE-1 sequence (TGTATGacaTGTCCA) was replaced by TACTTGacaTGTCCA, while 

thee GRE-2 sequence (GGTGCCattTGCTAT) was replaced by GGAGTTattAGGAAG. This modified 

proximall enhancer was tested in combination with the distal GRU and minimal promoter by transient 

transfectionn to FTO-2b hepatoma cells. Panel B shows that mutation of the proximal-enhancer GREs 

(b)) significantly (asterisk) reduces glucocorticoid-dependent reporter-gene activity relative to its parent 

constructt (a). 
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Luciferasee reporter constructs were made containing the GRU, a modified proximal 

enhancerr in which the putative GREs were mutated, and the minimal promoter. 

Transientt transfection with this double mutant showed only 10% reporter-gene 

activityy in response to glucocorticoids (Figure 4, panel B), indicating that it is a key 

elementt in relaying the activating signal of the induced GRU onto the transcription 

machinery.. To establish whether GR indeed binds to both REs, we conducted a 

mobility-shiftt assay using the DNA-binding domain of the glucocorticoid receptor 

(GR-DBD)) 18 and a radiolabeled GRE probe as suggested by Santa Cruz 

biotechnologyy (Santa Cruz, USA). Binding of the probe to GR-DBD resulted in a 

specificc complex, since it could be competed for by a cold GRE (Figure 5, lanes b, c, 

d,, e). In this assay, GRE-2 of the proximal promoter did not function as an efficient 

competitorr (lanes f, g, h), whereas the GRE-1 (lanes i, j , k) was as effective as the 

Santa-Cruzz GRE (lanes c, d, e). These data show that only GRE-1 in the CPS 

proximall enhancer is a bona-fide GRE. 

GREE probe 

,, Specific 
complex x 

tt Free 
probe e 

1000 90 92 55 955 90 103 100 104 66 % intensity 

Figur ee 5. The DNA-bindin g domai n of 

GRR bind s to GRE-1 in the proxima l 

enhancer .. A radiolabeled consensus 

GREE probe was incubated with the GR 

DNA-bindingg domain and separated on 

gel.. The EMSA shows the free probe 

andd the DNA-GR complex (lane b). 

Additionn of increasing amounts (0.1, 1, 

andd 10 pmol) of consensus GRE 

(gagatcTGTACAggaTGTTCTagatga) ) 

competess with the radiolabeled GRE for 

bindingg to GR DNA-binding domain 

(laness c,d,e). Whereas GRE-2 (gcagaa 

GGTGCCattTGCTATgtaggat)) cannot 

competee with the probe (lanes f,g,h), 

GRE-11 (gcagctTGTATGacaTGTCCA 

ttggagg)) can (lanes i,j,k). The numbers 

att the bottom indicate the intensity of 

thee specific complex relative to sample 

withoutt competitor (lane b). 
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Thee GAGA-elemen t in the proxima l enhance r is require d for a GRU-mediate d 

glucocorticoi dd respons e 

AA third feature of the proximal enhancer is the GAGA-box located only a few 

nucleotidess upstream of the TATA-box. A construct containing the GRU, the proximal 

enhancerr with mutated GAGA-box, and the minimal promoter exhibited only 10% of 

thee glucocorticoid-induced activity relative to the parent construct (Figure 6, 

constructss a, b). Also, fold-induction by glucocorticoids was reduced from 54-fold in 

thee parent construct to 14-fold in the construct with an inactive GAGA-box. These 

dataa show that, within the proximal enhancer region, the GAGA-box is the second 

essentiall element to qualitatively regulate GRU-dependent promoter transactivation. 

Minimal l 
promoterr 0 500000 100000 

Luciferasee activity 
150000 0 

Figur ee 6. The GAGA-bo x is an essentia l proximal-enhance r elemen t for GRU-mediate d gene 

transcription .. The wild type GAGA sequence (cttgggaggaggggctgaggaggggaggag) in the proximal 

enhancerr was replaced by a mutated oligonucleotide (cttggcagcagttgctgtggagccgatgag) and tested in 

conjunctionn with the distal GRU and minimal promoter. Transient transfections to FTO-2B hepatoma 

cellss followed by a 24 hours induction by glucocorticoids, show that mutation of the GAGA-box (b) 

resultss in a very low activity that is significantly different from its parent construct (a). 

DISCUSSION DISCUSSION 

Manyy enhancers have been shown to act in conjunction with a heterologous 

promoter,, but very often the activity and/or the regulation of expression in these 

constructss is affected 9. This indicates that the sequences surrounding the minimal 

promoterr contain information that mediates the activating signal of the enhancer. 

Fromm the experiments described in this paper, it has become apparent that the 

proximall enhancer of the CPS gene is an essential element for relaying the activating 

signall of the GRU to the promoter. The strict requirement for the proximal enhancer 

suggestedd that it acts as a switch and might, therefore, contain response element(s) 

thatt are required for glucocorticoid responsiveness. This study shows that a GRE 

andd a GAGA-box function as the regulatory elements in the proximal enhancer that 

mediatee this effect. 
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Thee C/EBP-lik e sequence s in the proxima l enhance r do not contribut e to 

glucocorticoid-dependen tt  gene expressio n 

Inn the PEPCK gene, a distally located cluster of response elements acts in 

conjunctionn with a proximal C/EBP-binding site to form a functional GRU 19. Since the 

GRUU of the CPS gene is also located far upstream and requires the presence of the 

proximall enhancer to be functional, our attention was drawn to the C/EBP-like 

sequencess within this proximal enhancer. Although optimisation or mutation of these 

threee C/EBP-like sequences in the proximal enhancer mildly affected basal activity, it 

hadd no noticeable effect on the glucocorticoid-induced activity. The finding that 

C/EBPaa could bind to C/EBP-like sequences, but not to the mutated sequences 

furtherr demonstrated that these sequences do not function as C/EBP REs. 

Previously,, a weakly positive effect of the C/EBP II element in the proximal 

enhancerr on reporter gene expression was reported 5;2 . However, these studies 

addressedd promoter behaviour in the absence of the GRU. In a later study, Goping 

andd colleagues did study the function of the proximal enhancer elements in 

conjunctionn with the distal enhancer, but in absence of glucocorticoids, that is, when 

thee GRU is only minimally active21. 

Thee proxima l GRE in the proxima l enhance r is crucia l for GRU-mediate d gene 

expressio n n 

Transcriptionn factor-database searches with the sequence of the proximal enhancer 

regionn revealed the presence of two putative GREs sandwiched between the C/EBP-

likee sequences. A consensus GRE has been defined as GGTACAnnnTGTTCT with 

thee downstream half (TGTTCT) being the most important, since initial contact by the 

GRR monomer occurs at that site 22. Both putative sites have a moderate sequence 

homologyy with the consensus GRE sequence, as is reflected by the matrix-similarity 

scoress (ranging from 0.5 to 1.0) of 0.88 and 0.73 for GRE-1 and GRE-2, respectively. 

However,, GREs can be far from perfect and still be functional as is also the case for 

thee highly responsive GRE in the CPS GRU. In agreement, the glucocorticoid-

responsee became severely impaired when these sequences were mutated. Since 

onlyy the proximal GRE-1 can bind the GR DNA-binding domain, this site represents 

thee active GRE. 

Sincee the minimal promoter does not respond to glucocorticoids, and the 

combinationn of the proximal enhancer and the minimal promoter exerts less than 5% 

off the glucocorticoid inducibility exerted by the combination of the proximal and distal 

enhancerr (Figure 1, constructs a, b), the GRE in the proximal enhancer has only a 
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weakk capacity to transactivate gene expression. Rather than acting as a classical 

transactivatorr of gene expression, the promoter-proximal GRE may, therefore, 

functionn to facilitate the interaction of other transcription factors with the transcription 

machinery. . 

Thee GAGA-bo x in the proxima l enhance r increase s the rate of gene expressio n 

Ourr data demonstrate a crucial role for the GAGA-box in eliciting a glucocorticoid 

response,, since mutation of this element reduces the glucocorticoid-dependent 

inductionn of reporter-gene activity to a similar extent as mutation of the promoter-

proximall GRE. GAGA-boxes have also been described in genes for the serine 

proteasee inhibitor-2.1 (Spi-2) 4, the vasopression receptor of the V1b subtype (V1bR) 
23,, and the insulin-like growth factor-l (IGF-I) 24. The CPS and Spi-2 proximal 

enhancerss are surprisingly similar in composition. Besides the presence of a 

functionallyy equivalent GAGA-box (CPS: -67 to -40 bp; Spi-2: -64 to -37 bp) \ they 

alsoo contain sequences resembling C/EBP-response elements and a GRE. Although 

thee CPS proximal enhancer contains three regions that can bind C/EBP, we could 

nott establish a functional role for these sites. Similarly, the Spi-2 gene contains 5 

putativee C/EBP-binding sites 25, none of which could be shown to play a role in the 

transcriptionn of the gene in vivo 26. 

Thee StatSB-binding sites that mediate the response of Spi-2 to growth 

hormonee are positioned in close proximity (-124 to -132 bp and -139 to -147 bp) to 

thee Spi-2 minimal promoter. This finding argues against the hypothesis that coupling 

thee distal enhancer to the promoter is a primary function of the GAGA-box in the CPS 

gene24;26. . 

Thee GRE in the CPS gene (-107 to -93 bp) and in the Spi-2 gene (-88 to 

-744 bp) are both functionally indispensable. The Spi-2 GRE is differentially reactive to 

DNasell as a function of the level of gene transcription. Since glucocorticoids do not 

activatee Spi-2 transcription per se, but strongly potentiate growth-hormone action 27, 

thee GRE and the GAGA-box may well function as a (glucocorticoid-dependent) 

responsee unit with cooperative binding properties. 

Thee rate of transcription of the Spi-2 gene in vivo correlates with the 

occupancyy of the GAGA-box by the GAGA-binding proteins p38 and p40. Although 

bindingg of GAGA-binding proteins and the subsequent activation of transcription can 

occurr independent of growth hormone, mutation of the GAGA-box in the Spi-2 gene 

greatlyy reduces both basal and hormone-induced promoter activities 25. The GAGA-

boxx binding-proteins p38 and p40 are heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins 
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(hnRNPs)) that maybe involved in the recruitment of a promoter-specific set of 

generall transcription factors in the basal transcription machinery 4, because related 

hnRNPs,, such as hnRNP-DO and CBF-A, have been shown to be regulators of gene 
288 29 

expression n 
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Thee cyclicAMP-response unit in the distal enhancer of 

thee rat carbamoylphosphate-synthetase gene is a 

bifunctionall element 

Onardd J.L.M. Schoneveld, Ingrid C. Gaemers, 

Maartenn Hoogenkamp, Wouter H. Lamers 
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ABSTRACT ABSTRACT 

Thee hepatic expression of the carbamoylphosphate-synthetase-l gene (CPS) 

involvess a minimal promoter, an adjacent proximal enhancer, and a 469-basepairs 

distall enhancer at -6.3 kb. The 80-basepairs glucocorticoid-response unit (GRU) in 

thee 3' half of the distal enhancer acts, in conjunction with a GRU in the proximal 

enhancer,, as a strong activator of reporter-gene expression in response to 

glucocorticoids.. Here, we report that the 5' half of the distal enhancer, which contains 

aa cyclicAMP- (CRE), one FoxA-, and two C/EBP-response elements, and the binding 

sitee for the unidentified protein P1, functions as a 260-basepairs cyclicAMP-response 

unitt (CRU) and is the sole mediator of the cyclicAMP response. South-western blot 

showedd that four bands of £ 180 kDa bind to the P1 sequence. Although a single 

GRUU cannot confer glucocorticoid inducibility on the CPS promoter, it suffices to 

conferr glucocorticoid inducibility on a construct containing a CRU, irrespective of 

whetherr the GRU is located proximal or distal relative to the promoter. The 

glucocorticoidd induction, however, is highest when both GRUs are present. When 

reporter-genee expression is driven by both GRUs and the CRU, the GRUs no longer 

functionn as a unit. Instead, the glucocorticoid response only depends on the 

respectivee GREs in this configuration. We, therefore, refer to the CPS CRU as a 

bifunctionall element, which mediates the cyclicAMP response as a genuine unit, 

whereass it acts as a glucocorticoid-accessory unit in the glucocorticoid response. 
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INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION 

Ammonia,, a toxic product of amino-acid degradation, is detoxified in the liver by the 

ureaa cycle enzymes 1. The expression of these urea cycle enzymes is confined to the 

periportall hepatocytes and can be modulated at the transcriptional level by hormones 

likee glucagon, insulin, and glucocorticoids 2. The carbamoylphosphate-synthetase-l 

genee (CPS; E.C. 6.3.4.16) is the rate-determining step of the urea cycle, converting 

ammonia,, bicarbonate and ATP into carbamoylphosphate. CPS and ornithine 

transcarbamoylasee are located in the mitochondrial matrix, whereas the last three 

urea-cyclee enzymes reside in the cytosol. 

Thee CPS regulatory regions for expression in liver comprise a 469-basepairs 

distall enhancer that is located 6.3 kb upstream of the transcription-start site, a 

proximall enhancer (-161 to -35 bp) and a minimal promoter (Figure 1, panel A; 3). 

Thee proximal enhancer features a GAGA-box and a glucocorticoid-response element 

(GRE),, which, together, make up a proximal glucocorticoid-response unit (GRU) 4;5. 

Transgenicc mice carrying a reporter construct regulated by the distal enhancer, the 

proximall GRU and the minimal promoter show periportal expression in liver and 

responsivenesss to glucocorticoids and cyclicAMP 3. An 80-basepairs subregion in the 

3'' part of the distal enhancer was identified as a GRU. When combined with the 

proximall GRU, this distal GRU exerts about 50% of the glucocorticoid-induced 

activityy relative to the complete distal enhancer. Footprinting analysis of the distal 

GRUU has revealed the presence of binding sites for the ubiquitously expressed 

glucocorticoidd receptor (GR), the liver-enriched transcription factors 

CCAAT/enhancer-bindingg protein (C/EBP) and forkhead box A (FoxA/HNF3), and a 

bindingg site for an unknown protein denoted as P3 6. We previously showed that 

neitherr the distal nor the proximal GRU can mediate a glucocorticoid response alone. 

Instead,, both units need to cooperate to mediate glucocorticoid-dependent 

transcriptionn 5. 

Ourr previous research 6 assigned the effects of glucocorticoids on 

transcriptionn exclusively to both GRUs. However, the 16-fold reduction in basal 

expressionn and the complete absence of cyclicAMP responsiveness when the distal 

GRUU instead of the complete distal enhancer controlled reporter gene expression, 

suggestedd a role for additional factors in the distal enhancer that are lacking in the 

distall GRU. It is not uncommon that another set of transcription factors is required to 

elicitt a response to a different hormone. In the PEPCK gene, for example, the 

glucocorticoidd and cyclicAMP response each require a different array of transcription 

factors,, acting in concert to mediate transcription 7. The 5' half of the PEPCK 
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enhancerr in combination with a downstream CRE mediates the glucocorticoid 

response,, whereas the 3' half in combination with this same downstream CRE 

mediatess the cyclicAMP response7;8. We, therefore, tested the hypothesis that the 5' 

regionn of the distal enhancer, which contains a cyclicAMP-responsive element 

(CRE),, two C/EBP- and one FoxA-response elements, and the binding site for an 

unidentifiedd protein, P1, functions as a cyclicAMP-responsive unit (CRU) in the CPS 

gene.. Here, we show that this part of the enhancer indeed functions as a unit and is 

thee sole mediator of the cyclicAMP response. In addition, this CRU can participate in 

establishingg a glucocorticoid response from otherwise silent proximal or distal GRUs 

and,, thus, functions as a glucocorticoid-accessory unit. 

METHODS METHODS 

Tissu ee cultur e 

FTO-2BB rat hepatoma cells 9 were grown in DMEM/F12 medium (Invitrogen life 

technologies,, Carlsbad, CA, USA) supplemented with 10% foetal calf serum in a 5% 

CO22 atmosphere at . Because FTO-2B cells are deficient for the repressing 

proteinn kinase A Rla subunit, they have constitutive protein kinase A activity 10. 

Oligonucleotide ss and plasmid s 

Alll enhancer-promoter constructs were cloned into the pSPIuc+ vector (Promega, 

Madison,, Wl, USA), with the bovine growth-hormone polyA tail between the Xba\-

EcoRVEcoRV sites downstream of the luciferase gene. The minimal CPS promoter with or 

withoutt the proximal CPS enhancer (-161 to -35) was inserted into the Kpn\-Hind\\\ 

sitess of the polylinker. Enhancer regions with or without mutations were cloned into 

thee BamH\ and Pst\ sites directly upstream of the minimal promoter or proximal 

enhancerr when present. The enhancer regions were generated by PCR using 

(modified)) oligonucleotides purchased from Invitrogen life technologies. The 

nucleotidee sequence in these modified enhancers was verified using the Big dye 

terminatorr kit (Amersham Biotechnologies, Little Chalfont, UK). 

Transfection s s 

Thee activity of enhancer-promoter reporter constructs was assessed by 

electrotransfectionn of 1-107 FTO-2B hepatoma cells with 20 ug of tester plasmid DNA 

andd 2 ug pRL-CMV control DNA (Promega)11. Transfected cells were split into four 

equalequal parts and cultured in four 2 cm2 wells. 24 hours posttransfection the medium 

wass replaced and cultured for another 24 hours; one well was left untreated, whereas 
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thee other wells were supplemented with 100 nM dexamethasone (Centrafarm, Etten-

Leur,, The Netherlands), 250 uM chlorophenylthio-cyclicAMP (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St 

Louis,, MO, USA), or both. Luciferase activity was measured using the dual-luciferase 

reporterr assay system (Promega) in an Autolumat plus (Berthold, Vilvoorde, 

Belgium).. Luciferase values were corrected for differences in transfection efficiency 

andd between-session variation. Transfection results are presented as means of at 

leastt four experiments and their SEM. To analyse the differences between 

constructs,, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was employed. Results that were 

consideredd significantly different from the control (p<0.05) are marked by an asterisk. 

Unlesss indicated otherwise, the distal enhancer in conjunction with the proximal 

enhancerr and the minimal promoter functions as control. 

South-wester nn blottin g 

Thee proteins that interact with the P1 and P2 regions in the distal enhancer were 

provisionallyy characterised by south-western blotting 12. 25 ug rat liver nuclear 

extract,, prepared according to the method of Sierra 13, was mixed with 2x sample 

bufferr (25% 0.5 M Tris-HCI, pH 6.8, 4% SDS, 0.1% bromophenol blue, 20% glycerol, 

andd 5% fi-mercaptoethanol) and separated on a 9% SDS-PAGE minigel in Laemmli 

bufferr (50 mM Tris base, 384 mM glycine, 1% SDS, pH 8.3) at 50 volts until the 

bromophenoll blue migrated off the gel. After 1 hour preincubation in blotting buffer at 

CC (25 mM Tris base, 192 mM glycine, pH 8.3) the proteins were electroblotted onto 

Immobilon-PVDFF membrane (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) for three hours at 50 

volts.. The blot was incubated for 15 minutes in binding buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 

55 mM MgCI2, 50 mM NaCI, 1 mM DTT) to allow the proteins to renature. After 

blockingg the membrane for 1 hour in blocking buffer (5% nonfat dried milkpowder, 

0.01%% Tween-20 in binding buffer), the blot was incubated overnight with the 

radiolabeledd double-stranded probe at a concentration of 1-106 cpm per ml in 

hybridisationn buffer (0.25% nonfat dried milkpowder, 0.01% Tween-20 in binding 

buffer).. Following two washing steps of 20 minutes with hybridisation buffer and one 

washingg step in binding buffer, the blot was dried and exposed overnight to 

phosphoruss screen and analysed using a Storm 860 Phosphorlmager apparatus 

(Molecularr Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). 
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RESULTS RESULTS 

Thee 5' regio n of the dista l enhance r harbour s the cyclicAM P respons e 

Transientt transfection of FTO-2B hepatoma cells showed that the minimal promoter 

alonee (Figure 1, construct a) and the combination of the minimal promoter with either 

thee proximal (construct b) or the distal GRU (construct c) did not exhibit any activity 

perr se. The combination of all three elements (construct d) was very effective in 

inducingg glucocorticoid-dependent gene expression. However, this entire distal 

enhancerr was twice as effective as the distal GRU alone upon exposure to 

glucocorticoidss (compare constructs d and e). 
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Figur ee 1. The cyclicAM P respons e is mediate d by the 5' regio n of the dista l enhancer . FTO-2B 

hepatomaa cells were transiently transfected with CPS enhancer-promoter construct. Following 

244 hours induction with glucocorticoids and/or cyclicAMP, cells were harvested and luciferase values 

weree measured. Asterisks indicate significantly different results relative to construct e. The results 

showw that the minimal promoter (a), the proximal GRU (b), and distal GRU do not contain any activity 

perr se. Only the combination of these regions renders a glucocorticoid response (d). When linked to 

thee proximal GRU, the complete distal enhancer has (e) a twofold higher glucocorticoid response than 

thee distal GRU. In addition, the complete distal enhancer is also responsive to cyclicAMP. 
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Moreover,, basal activity and the activity in response to cyclicAMP were virtually nil in 

conjunctionn with the distal GRU, but rose to substantial levels when the entire distal 

enhancerr was present (compare constructs d and e). These discrepancies suggested 

thatt elements in the 5' half of the distal enhancer contributed to basal activity and the 

cyclicAMPP response. 

Thee 5' regio n of the dista l enhance r function s as a uni t 

Sincee the 5' distal enhancer region contains a cluster of transcription factor-binding 

sites,, we tested the hypothesis that this region acts as a unit in activating 

transcription.. When the region corresponding to the distal GRU was removed 

(Figuree 2, constructs a and b), basal activity and glucocorticoid inducibility of 

reporter-genee expression was more than 2-fold reduced, whereas cyclicAMP 

responsivenesss remained intact. 

proximall minimal fold 
CRUU distal GRU GRU promoter reporter-gene activity induction 

a.. - ® - % g © - © ^ ( # W - i ) ® B ^ M 

b-- -©-%§©-©• - l @ H ^ m 
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Figur ee 2. The 5' regio n of the dista l enhance r harbour s a CRU. Distal enhancer regions were 

placedd upstream of the proximal GRU and minimal promoter in a luciferase-reporter construct and 

weree transfected to FTO-2B hepatoma cells. After 24 hours induction with glucocorticoids and/or 

cyclicAMP,, cells were harvested and luciferase activity were measured. Significantly different results 

relativee to the complete distal enhancer (construct a) are indicated by an asterisks. Removal of the 

GRUU from the distal enhancer (b) decreases the glucocorticoid response but fully retains the 

cyclicAMPP response. When the P2 element was deleted (construct c) the glucocorticoid response was 

restoredd to the same level as the complete distal enhancer, while the cyclicAMP response remained 

unchanged.. Deletion of the C/EBP(ii) (d) or P1 (e) strongly reduced both the cyclicAMP and the 

glucocorticoidd induced activity, thereby marking the 5' and 3' boundaries of the CRU. Mutation of the 

CREE within the distal enhancer abolishes the cyclicAMP response (f). 
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Whenn the region covering the P2 footprint was additionally removed (Figure 2, 

constructt c), both basal and hormone-induced activity were similar to that observed 

withh the complete distal enhancer (Figure 2, construct a). Further trimming at the 3' 

endd (construct d) rendered the construct much less active, without changing the fold-

inductionn by hormones. Removing the region corresponding to the P1 footprint at the 

5'' end of the distal enhancer (construct e) also reduced reporter-gene expression 

withoutt affecting hormonal inducibility. Mutation of the CRE within the complete distal 

enhancerr similarly reduced reporter-gene activity, but also abrogated the response to 

cyclicAMP,, whereas the responsiveness to glucocorticoids was retained (construct f). 

Together,, these results show that the transcription factors that bind to the 5' half of 

thee distal enhancer function as a cyclicAMP-response unit (CRU). 

Thee element s of the dista l GRU do not act as a uni t in the contex t of the dista l 

enhance rr  when the proxima l GRU is presen t 

Figuree 2 showed that the CRU and the complete distal enhancer mediate a similar 

responsee when combined with the proximal GRU, which raises the question of the 

functionn of the distal GRU. We, therefore, mutated the respective response elements 

withinn the distal GRU in the context of the entire distal enhancer. None of the 

mutationss in the accessory elements of the GRU (C/EBP(iii), FoxA(ii), P3) had an 

effectt on reporter-gene expression or fold-induction (Figure 3, constructs b, c, d), 

exceptt that of the GRE, which caused a 60% decrease in activity in response to 

glucocorticoidss without affecting the cyclicAMP response (construct e). The 

composingg elements of the distal GRU, therefore, do not act as a unit in the context 

off the entire distal enhancer and proximal GRU, but its GRE does influence 

glucocorticoidd inducibility. 
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Figur ee 3. In the contex t of the 469-basepair s enhancer , the dista l GRU does not act as a unit . 

Thee distal GRU REs were mutated in the context of the entire 469-basepairs distal enhancer. These 

DNAA constructs were placed upstream of the minimal promoter and proximal enhancer, and were 

transfectedd to FTO-2B hepatoma cells. Following 24 hours induction with glucocorticoids and/or 

cyclicAMP,, cells were harvested and luciferase values were measured. The results show that mutating 

anyy distal GRU-accessory element does not significantly influence reporter-gene activity (b, c, d). Only 

mutationn of the GRE in the distal enhancer (e) or in the proximal enhancer (f) reduces the 

glucocorticoidd response relative to the parent construct (a). 

AA singl e GRU suffice s to confe r glucocorticoi d inducibilit y in the presenc e of a 

CRU U 

Figuree 1 demonstrated that the glucocorticoid response requires the presence of both 

thee distal and the proximal GRUs. We, therefore, tested whether the proximal GRU 

wass also necessary for cyclicAMP responsiveness. Figure 3 (construct f) shows that 

whenn the complete distal enhancer was present, mutation of the GRE in the proximal 

GRUU reduced glucocorticoid inducibility and reporter-gene expression to a similar 

extentt as when the GRE in the distal GRU was mutated (construct e), demonstrating 

thatt the quantitative contribution of both GREs to the glucocorticoid response of the 

CPSS promoter/enhancer is similar. If instead of the distal enhancer, only the distal 

GRUU had been present, mutation of the proximal GRE would have silenced the 

promoter5.. As in the case of the GRU in the distal enhancer, the GRU in the proximal 

enhancerr therefore no longer functions as a unit when a CRU is present. Figure 4 

showss that cyclicAMP inducibility remained intact when the proximal GRU was 

deletedd in its entirety (compare construct b with construct a). When neither the distal 

norr the proximal GRU were present (Figure 4, construct c), cyclicAMP inducibility 
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Figuree 4. The CRU is sufficient to mediate the cyclicAMP response from the minimal promoter. 

Enhancer-promoterr constructs were transiently transfected to FTO-2B hepatoma cells. After 24 hours 

inductionn with glucocorticoids and/or cyclicAMP, luciferase values were measured. Results that are 

significantlyy different from the complete distal enhancer in conjunction with the proximal GRU 

(constructt a) are indicated by an asterisk. The data show that the complete distal enhancer is still able 

off mediating both a glucocorticoid and a cyclicAMP response in absence of the proximal GRU 

althoughh the glucocorticoid-induced activity has strongly decreased (b). Without proximal GRU, the 

CRUU alone can fully mediate cyclicAMP-dependent transcription from the minimal promoter, but the 

glucocorticoidd response has all but vanished (c). 

remainedd intact, but glucocorticoid inducibility had virtually disappeared and reporter-

genee activity was severely reduced. These findings demonstrate that the CRU is the 

solee determinant of the cyclicAMP response, whereas the presence of either the 

distall (Figure 4, construct b) or the proximal GRU (Figure 2, construct c) is necessary 

forr glucocorticoid responsiveness, even though these GRUs are inactive when they 

aree tested without the CRU (Figure 1, constructs b and c). These observations 

indicatee that strong glucocorticoid responsiveness requires either the presence of two 

GRUss or that of a GRU and a CRU. Since the CRU alone cannot confer 

glucocorticoidd responsiveness (Figure 4, construct c), the single remaining GRU is 

apparentlyy as potent in this context as when 2 GRUs, but no CRU is present 

(Figuree 1, construct d). 

P22 and FoxA(iii) , tw o inhibitor y element s in the dista l enhance r 

Thee deletion of the distal GRU from the distal enhancer reduced glucocorticoid 

inducibilityy and level of reporter-gene expression 3-4-fold, while hardly affecting 

cyclicAMPP inducibility (Figure 5, construct a and c). Since the additional deletion of 

thee P2 element completely restored glucocorticoid inducibility and level of reporter-

genee expression (Figure 2, construct c), we mutated this element in the context of the 

intactt upstream enhancer. This mutation did not significantly change reporter-gene 
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Figur ee 5. P2 and FoxA(iii ) repres s reporter-gen e expression . Distal enhancer regions were placed 

upstreamm of the proximal GRU and minimal promoter in luciferase-reporter constructs. The DNA 

constructss were transiently transfected to FTO-2B hepatoma cells and cultured for 24 hours in 

presencee of glucocorticoids and/or cyclicAMP. The results show that deletion of the FoxA(iii) RE 

significantlyy increases expression and inducibility (b) relative to the complete distal enhancer (a). 

Removall of the distal GRU from the distal enhancer shows a reduction of the glucocorticoid 

responsivenesss while the cyclicAMP responsiveness is maintained (c). Mutation of P2 in the distal 

enhancerr does not significantly increase reporter-gene activity and inducibility (d) relative to its parent 

constructt (a). 

activityy (Figure 5, compare constructs a and d), but due to a decreased basal activity, 

itt increased the response to both glucocorticoids and cyclicAMP 1.5-fold. The 

presencee of P2, therefore, mainly interferes with glucocorticoid responsiveness of the 

CRUU in conjunction with the proximal GRU. 

Att the most 3' end of the distal enhancer, a third FoxA element is located 

(FoxA(iii))) that matches a consensus FoxA sequence well. Since it does not belong 

too either the CRU or distal GRU, we questioned its role in the function of the distal 

enhancer.. Deletion of this FoxA site from the distal enhancer resulted in a 50% 

increasee in glucocorticoid and cyclicAMP inducibility and in the level of expression of 

thee reporter gene (Figure 5, construct b). Both this observation and that on P2 

suggestt that the binding of a protein between the distal and proximal GRU inhibits a 

productivee interaction between these units. 

Thee P1 and P2 REs bind proteins of > 180 and 65 kDa, respectively 

Too preliminarily characterise the proteins that interact with the P1 and P2 regions, 

South-westernn blots were prepared with a rat-liver nuclear extract that EMSA 

experimentss had shown to contain the interacting proteins (data not shown) and 
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radiolabeledd probes corresponding to the P1 and P2 regions. For P1, we identified 

fourr bands of 180 kDa and larger (Figure 6). When we used the P2 probe, a very 

strongg band of -65 kDa was visualised (Figure 6). When we compared these data 

withh those of candidate transcription factors in a transcription-factor database, no 

Figur ee 6. P1 and P2 bin d protein s of > 180 and 65 

kDaa respectively . South-western blots were prepared 

usingg rat liver nuclear extract. Radiolabeled double-

strandedd probes (P1: tggtttattatatcagatatcctgtt; P2: 

gtagtgtcctggcacatgaccc)) were incubated with these 

blots.. Four bands of 180 kDa and larger were identified 

usingg the P1 probe, whereas a very strong band at 65 

kDaa was observed when using the P2 region as probe. 

DISCUSSION DISCUSSION 

Thee CRU is th e sol e mediato r of the cyclicAM P respons e 

Ourr previous research identified regulatory elements for CREB, FoxA and C/EBP, as 

welll as binding sites for the unknown proteins P1 and P2 in the 5' region of the distal 

enhancerr of the CPS gene 6. Although CREB binds preferentially to a symmetrical 

CREE (TGACGTCA), it can also activate genes that contain a CRE half-site (CGTCA) 

suchh as PEPCK 14, TAT 15, CPS 6, angiotensin 16, and the P4 promoter of minute 

viruss 17. We now showed that P1 and P2 interact with proteins of > 180 kDa and 

655 kDa, respectively. All these elements, except P2, function as a unit that mediates 

thee cyclicAMP responsiveness of the distal CPS enhancer, since deletion of P2 

increasess the hormonal responses, whereas deletion of the other elements 

decreasess the response. We, therefore, refer to it as a cyclicAMP-responsive unit 

(CRU). . 

Sincee mutation of the CRE in the context of the entire distal enhancer showed 

noo cyclicAMP response, the presence of a CRE in the CPS distal enhancer is a strict 

requirementt for responsiveness to cyclicAMP. In contrast, the CRU is able of 

convincingg matches were found. 
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participatingg in the glucocorticoid response without the presence of a GRE within this 

unit.. Glucocorticoids have been reported to activate transcription in absence of a 

GRE.. The upregulation of C/EBPfi by glucocorticoids appears to mediate the 

glucocorticoidd response of the arginase gene 18 and may be cited as an example of 

ann indirect regulation of transcription by glucocorticoids. However, the glucocorticoid 

responsivenesss of the CPS CRU requires the presence of at least one GRE within 

thee expression construct, showing that in this gene, glucocorticoids directly modulate 

transcription. . 

Thee higher basal activity of the construct containing the CRU and the proximal 

GRUU as compared to the construct containing the distal and proximal GRUs probably 

reflectss the constitutive activity of protein kinase A in FTO-2B cells 10. As a result, a 

fractionn of cellular CREB is already CRE-bound in absence of cyclicAMP. 

Nevertheless,, CREB phosphorylation by protein kinase A is still a rate-determining 

step,, since addition of cyclicAMP results in a further increase in activity up to 3-fold. 

Thee GRUs do not act as unit s in the contex t of a CRU 

Inclusionn of the distal and/or proximal GRU in an expression construct does not 

increasee cyclicAMP responsiveness of the CRU, underscoring our earlier conclusion 

thatt the presence of a CRU is the only requirement for a productive cyclicAMP 

response.. A single GRU cannot confer glucocorticoid inducibility on the CPS 

promoterr 5, but suffices to confer glucocorticoid inducibility on a construct containing 

aa CRU, irrespective of whether this GRU is located proximal or distal relative to the 

promoter.. We previously showed that the presence and proper alignment of all REs 

inn both the distal 19 and proximal GRU 5 are required for a glucocorticoid-dependent 

transcriptionn from the minimal promoter in the absence of a CRU. When together, the 

distall and the proximal GRU thus truly act as transcriptional units. However, when 

thee CRU is present, only mutation of the GRE decreases the glucocorticoid 

responsivenesss of the expression constructs. In the context of a CRU, the proximal 

andd distal GRUs therefore no longer function as transcription units. Instead, their 

GREss form functional units with the CRU, each contributing to a similar extent to the 

overalll response. One could therefore say that the CRU acts as an accessory unit in 

mediatingg the glucocorticoid response. At first glance, such a finding appears 

paradoxical.. We, therefore, hypothesise that conditions exist in which the CPS CRU 

iss selectively silenced. As far as we are aware, such a pronounced modular 

behaviourr of hormone-dependent transcriptional units has not yet been reported. 
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Determinant ss of cyclicAMP - and glucocorticoid-dependen t expressio n of CPS 

Inn summary, our study shows that the CRU in the distal CPS enhancer is necessary 

andd sufficient for all cyclicAMP-dependent transcriptional activity mediated by the 

distall enhancer. In addition, this CRU can team up with GREs in the distal and 

proximall enhancer to mount a strong glucocorticoid response. We therefore refer to 

thee CRU as a bifunctional unit, which mediates the cyclicAMP response as a genuine 

unit,, whereas it acts as a glucocorticoid-accessory unit in the glucocorticoid 

response.. In the absence of a functional CRU, however, the GREs in the distal and 

proximall enhancers team up with adjacent accessory elements to form genuine 

GRUss that are not responsive to cyclic AMP. 
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SAMENVATTING SAMENVATTING 

Glucocorticoidenn zijn een groep van natuurlijke en kunstmatige chemische stoffen die 

bindenn aan de glucocorticoid receptor zodat deze wordt geactiveerd. 

Glucocorticoidenn worden veelvuldig als medicijn toegepast vanwege hun remmende 

effectt op ontstekingsreacties. Tot nu toe werd aangenomen dat het remmend effect 

vann glucocorticoiden op ontstekingsreacties wordt veroorzaakt door interacties 

tussenn pro-inflammatoire transcriptie factoren (AP-1, NF-KB) en de glucocorticoid 

receptor.. Naast deze anti-inflammatoire eigenschappen is de glucocorticoid receptor 

ookk een belangrijke regulator van veel catabole processen. Langdurige behandeling 

mett glucocorticoiden hebben dan ook een aantal onaangename neveneffecten. 

Dee activering van genen betrokken bij catabole processen vereist veelal 

bindingg van de glucocorticoid receptor aan regulerende gebieden in het DNA. Dit kan 

echterr op meerdere wijzen geschieden. In het klassieke geval bindt de glucocorticoid 

receptorr als een dimeer aan een glucocorticoid respons element (GRE), waarna het 

genn (via een aantal tussenstappen) geactiveerd wordt. Omdat de glucocorticoid 

receptorr door het hele lichaam tot expressie komt, is dit alleen onvoldoende 

specifiek.. De specificiteit wordt gerealiseerd door de GRE samen te voegen met een 

clusterr van andere transcriptie-factoren. Pas als alle bindingsplaatsen bezet zijn door 

dee overeenkomstige transcriptiefactoren en dus aan alle activerende condities 

voldaann is, kan er transcriptie plaatsvinden. Zo'n cluster van samenwerkende 

bindingsplaatsenn heet een 'glucocorticoid-responsive unit' (GRU). 

Hett onderzoek naar de regulatie van carbamoylfosfaat synthetase I (CPS) 

kentt inmiddels een lange geschiedenis. Maurice van den Hoff heeft de distale 

enhancerr gevonden die verantwoordelijk is voor de glucocorticoid-afhankelijke 

expressiee in de lever. Vincent Christoffels heeft binnen deze enhancer de distale 

GRUU geïdentificeerd en veel van de transcriptiefactoren die aan deze regio binden. 

Inn dit proefschrift gaan we in op de werking van de GRU. 

Inn hoofdstuk 1 beschrijven we de glucocorticoid receptor en de mechanismen 

waarmeee deze genexpressie kan reguleren. We bespreken de compositie van GRUs 

vann andere glucocorticoid-gereguleerde genen en komen tot de conclusie dat de 

organisatiee in een unit niet alleen leidt tot de specificatie van de glucocorticoid 

respons,, maar wellicht ook de sterkte van de respons kan beïnvloeden. We 

postulerenn ons model dat promoter proximale koppelingselementen er voor kunnen 

zorgenzorgen dat een activeringssignaal van een ver verwijderde unit overgedragen kan 

wordenn op de promoter. 
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Inn dit proefschrift is veelvuldig gebruik gemaakt van transfecties naar 

hepatomaa cellen om de werking van CPS DNA-constructen te testen. Deze methode 

heeftt als groot voordeel dat cellen afkomstig uit dezelfde transfectie verdeeld kunnen 

wordenn in meerdere cultures, waarna elk van deze cultures een aparte 

(hormoon)behandelingg kan krijgen. Deze methode heeft als nadeel dat er grote 

variatiee zit tussen de verschillende transfecties en daarnaast ook nog tussen de 

transfectie-sessiess verricht op verschillende dagen. In hoofdstuk twee beschrijven wij 

eenn methode om deze variatie te verwijderen zodat we met grotere nauwkeurigheid 

dee verschillen tussen de DNA-constructen kunnen bestuderen. 

Inn hoofdstuk drie bestuderen we de architectuur van de distale GRU van het 

CPSS gen. Hoewel deze bindingsplaatsen heeft voor vier transcriptiefactoren, hebben 

wee gevonden dat er een werkzame GRU geconstrueerd kan worden uit slechts drie 

bindingsplaatsen.. In de configuratie van de wildtype CPS GRU, is deze vierde factor 

echterr essentieel. We denken dan ook dat de configuratie en de sequentie van de 

bindingsplaatsenn binnen de GRU niet toevallig zijn, maar juist het gevolg zijn van de 

vereistee om de GRU afhankelijk te maken van deze vierde transcriptiefactor. 

Inn het vierde hoofdstuk proberen we te achterhalen hoe het activerende 

signaall van de distale GRU overgedragen kan worden op de basale 

transcriptiemachineriee terwijl deze gescheiden worden door een lang stuk DNA. We 

hebbenn gevonden dat een gebied vlakbij de minimale promoter hiervoor essentieel 

is,, en hebben het daarom de 'proximale enhancer' genoemd. In dit gebied hebben 

wee een GRE gevonden die, samen met de GAGA-box die eveneens in de proximale 

enhancerr ligt, een proximale GRU vormt en van cruciaal belang is voor het 

functionerenn van de distale GRU. We suggereren dat de GRE in de proximale GRU 

eenn rol zou kunnen spelen bij het overdragen van het activerende signaal van de 

enhancerr op de promoter door het tot stand brengen van een fysieke interactie 

tussenn deze regionen. 

Inn het laatste hoofdstuk beschrijven we een gebied binnen de distale enhancer 

datt grenst aan de GRU. We hebben gevonden dat deze regio eveneens een cluster 

vann samenwerkende bindingsplaatsen vormt. Omdat het naast bindingsplaatsen voor 

dee lever-verrijkte transcriptie factoren FoxA en C/EBP ook een cyclisch AM P-respons 

elementt bevat, wordt het een 'cyclischAMP-response unit' (CRU) genoemd. Dit 

gebiedd is het enige gebied van de CPS enhancer dat een cyclischAMP respons kan 

bewerkstelligen.. Behalve de cyclischAMP response kan deze CRU ook een 

glucocorticoidd respons tot stand brengen. Hiervoor moet het echter samenwerken 

vann één van de twee GRUs in de regulatoire gebieden van het CPS gen. Het feit dat 
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dee CRU zelf geen GRE bevat maar wel een belangrijke rol speelt in de glucocorticoid 

respons,, suggereert dat het werkt als een 'glucocorticoid-accessory unit'. 
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